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SUMMARY
Fusion power excursions resulting from the strong positive temperature de-
pendence of the D-T fusion rate would have significant consequences for heat removal
in ITER and subsequent tokamaks. While several active power excursion control
mechanisms have been and continue to be investigated, the impending operation of
ITER provides a strong incentive to investigate the possibility of physical mecha-
nisms and configurations that would inherently limit incipient power excursions. To
this end, a computationally efficient predictive model has been developed that adjusts
confinement characteristics based on results from regression analyses of DIII-D data.
While the ITER-98 law represents a correlation of data from a wide range of
tokamaks, confinement scaling laws will need to be fine tuned to specific operational
features of specific tokamaks in the future. A methodology for developing, by re-
gression analysis, tokamak- and configuration-specific confinement tuning models is
presented and applied to DIII-D as an illustration. It is shown that inclusion of tun-
ing parameters in the confinement models can significantly enhance the agreement
between simulated and experimental temperatures relative to simulations in which
only the ITER-98 scaling law is used. These confinement tuning parameters can also
be used to represent the effects of various heating sources and other plasma oper-
ating parameters on overall plasma performance and may be used in future studies





1.1 The Promise of Fusion
Nuclear fusion, the process by which stars create vast amounts of energy, holds great
promise as an energy source for later in the 21st century. In fusion, light elements are
accelerated toward each other with enough energy to overcome the coulomb repulsive
force and allow the strong nuclear force to merge the two atoms. The result is a new
atom and the release of a large amount of energy and other small particles.[1]
Throughout the 20th century, the most successful fusion reactor design has been
the tokamak, which confines plasma in an doughnut-shaped magentic bottle. A dia-
gram of the DIII-D tokamak, from which the data used in this work was obtained, is
shown in Figure 1. The overall performance of tokamak fusion reactors, as measured
by the Lawson Criteria defined in Equation 1,[1] has increased steadily over the last
several decades and has even outpaced Moore’s Law, which predicts that the number
of transistors per square inch on integrated circuits will double every year, as shown
in Figure 2. Many efforts across the fusion community are currently being directed
toward the ITER tokamak in France, which will demonstrate the physics and en-
gineering requirements necessary for the successful operation of future fusion power
reactors.
Lawson Criteria = niTiτe (1)
1
Figure 1: Diagram of the DIII-D tokamak.




ITER and subsequent power reactors are expected to generate power by fusing ap-
proximately equal amounts of deuterium and tritium (D-T fusion), which has a much
larger fusion cross section than does deuterium fusing with itself (D-D fusion), as
shown in Figure 3. However, almost all experimental tokamak research up to this
point has used deuterium-only plasmas due to the significant challenges associated
with the production and storage of tritium, as well as because deuterium plasmas
allow the investigation of relevant plasma physics phenomena with less damage to
the fusion reactors.
Figure 3: Fusion reactivities for several reactions as a function of temperature.
The fusion cross-section for D-T plasmas has a very strong positive temperature
dependence in the range of temperatures that future fusion reactors are expected to
operate in. It has long been recognized[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] that the strong positive
3
temperature dependence of the D-T fusion rate raises the issue of positive power
excursions in a fusion power reactor. Accidental changes in plasma operating param-
eters (e.g. activation of an inactive plasma heating source) can also potentially cause
power excursions. Power excursions of even 10 or 20% would have significant con-
sequences for heat removal in ITER[9] and could damage key tokamak components
either directly or indirectly by driving a disruptive or other instability.[1] The results
of a fusion power excursion in larger reactors or in the fusion neutron sources of future
fusion-fission hybrids,[10] such as the Subcritical Advanced Burner Reactor (SABR)
concept being developed at Georgia Tech,[11] could be significantly more deleterious.
1.3 Burn Control and Plasma Simulation
Much of the early burn control research was conducted using simple 0-D particle
and power balance models to investigate control mechanisms that could be used
to mitigate power excursions. There has since been an enormous improvement in
the ability to calculate transport and stability in the plasma[12, 13, 14, 15, 16] and
there has been much progress in using fitted experimental results to model plasma
parameters.[17, 18, 19] Several sophisticated codes have also been developed for the
dynamic modeling and simulation of various tokamak plasma scenarios. Notably, the
Tokamak Simulation Code (TSC)[20] and the FASTRAN code[21] have been success-
ful in modeling transport, heating, current drive, MHD equilibrium, and stability
of a variety of shots. Most recently, an adaptive nonlinear control algorithm capa-
ble of actively stabilizing plasma parameters in a burning tokamak plasma was also
developed[22] using a 0-D model similar to the one described in this thesis.
Active power excursion control mechanisms that have been investigated include
variation of the fueling or heating rate,[23] decompression of the plasma,[24] the
injection of impurities,[25] and others.[26, 27, 3, 28, 29] However, the identification
of physical mechanisms that would inherently limit incipient power excursions is of
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particular importance. For example, operating conditions in which confinement scales
negatively with temperature or positively with radiation, soft beta limits, etc. would
limit any power excursion without requiring active control action. Although some
such mechanisms have been investigated in the past,[28] the impending operation of
ITER provides a strong incentive to revisit this issue.
1.4 Passive Stability and the GTBURN Code
The overall objective of the present research project, of which the work reported in
this thesis is the first part, is to identify inherent feedback mechanisms and/or control
actions that can mitigate the effects of a positive fusion power excursion in ITER and
subsequent tokamaks. The methodology for this research will draw on methodology
that has been developed for simulating and controlling present experiments as well
as “burn control” methodology that has been developed to control power excursions
in D-T plasmas.
The first step in this larger effort is to develop a computationally economical model
for global plasma dynamics simulation and “train” it to better model experimental
results. To this end, a global model has been developed and trained to predict
density and temperature evolution in several different types of DIII-D discharges
for comparison with measured quantities and to explore the effects of changes in
inputs and other operating parameters on the dynamic evolution of plasma conditions.
The methodology used to train this model to predict DIII-D dynamics could be
used to train a similar model to predict the dynamics of ITER, once it becomes
operational. This thesis reports the development, by regression analysis of DIII-D
data, of confinement tuning parameters that refine the ITER-98 scaling law[30] to






A code, GTBURN, has been developed to solve the following global non-linear 0-D
equations that govern burning plasma performance.[1] All particle and power sources



























































Here, ni, nα, and nz, are the volume-weighted deuterium, α-particle, and impurity
densities, respectively. Because the primary goal in this thesis is to model the DIII-D
plasma, the tritium and alpha-particle densities are not modeled. When benchmark-
ing against DIII-D shots, it is assumed that the ion is deuterium. Te and Ti are,
respectively, the average electron and ion temperatures that have been weighted by
both density and volume. The fusion reactivity, 〈σv〉f , is shown in Figure 3 and is
discussed more in Appendix A.2.








E, are the ion, α-particle, and impurity particle
confinement times and electron and ion energy confinement times, respectively. Each
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are assumed to scale with the ITER-98(y,2) scaling law,[30] i.e., τ iP = C
i
P × τ 98E . The
C multipliers are confinement-tuning parameters (CTPs) used to refine the ITER-
98 scaling law to better account for the effects of specific operating parameters and
control actions (e.g. types of heating power, particle source rates, changes in geometry,
etc.), on energy and particle confinement in a specific tokamak. The objective of
this thesis is to determine these CTPs using measured DIII-D data and construct a
predictive model for DIII-D from them using regression analysis.
2.2 Density and Temperature Averaging
Volume-averaged ion densities are used in the global model and are calculated from
synthesized radial density distributions. Profiles are modeled as a “parabola to a
power on a pedestal” in the core and as a straight line in the edge pedestal region, as
described in Equation 7.
ne (ρ) =






+ ne (ρped) 0 ≤ ρ ≤ ρped
ne(ρped)
1−ρped
(1− ρ) ρped ≤ ρ ≤ 1
(7)
Here, ρ≡ r/a, where r is the radial position in the plasma and a is the minor
radius of the plasma. The value of ρ at the height of the edge pedestal is denoted
as ρped, and is approximately 0.9 in most shots. A comparison of this radial profile
model with radial data from DIII-D is shown in Figure 4. Temperature distributions

























Figure 4: A comparison of the “parabola to a power on a pedestal” fit with radial
ion temperature data for DIII-D shot 134350.
The powers νn, νT i, and νTe to which the parabolas for the electron density,
ion temperature, and electron temperature, respectively, are raised are calculated at
periodic intervals throughout the evolution of the shot using measured values of those
quantities at ρ = 0, ρ = 0.5, and ρ = ρped. The value of ν can be obtained by solving
for it in Equation 7 and using the density or temperature value at any third point in














When interpolating between density and temperature values at different times, GT-
BURN first interpolates between the values of the radial profile at ρ = 0, ρ = 0.5,
and ρ = 0.9 input by the user and calculates a new value of ν at each timestep to
better capture the effects of changes in the shape of the various radial distributions
throughout the shot.
8
Volume-weighted densities are calculated by discretizing radial profiles into J ra-









Here V j(t) is the volume of each toroidal shell for a torus with an elliptical cross
section and a radial mesh size ∆r.





where κ is the plasma elongation, R0 is the plasma major radius, and r
j is the radius
of the jth radial mesh. Global ion and electron temperatures are are weighted both









V j (t)nje (t)
(11)
2.3 Particle Balance
Although the model can include any number of impurity species, this analysis con-
siders only a single effective intrinic carbon species with a density and representative
radial impurity density profile based on results available from the ONETWO code[12]
for the DIII-D shots considered in this thesis. For this work, total impurity fractions
are treated as fixed and the impurity source Sz, which is primarily the result of phys-
ical sputtering of the plasma-facing components, is not explicitly modeled. Future
sputtering calculations will be performed as described in Appendix A.1. The ion
density, ni, radial profile is calculated from the measured electron (ne) and impurity
9
radial density profiles and the assumption of charge neutrality. A volume-averaged
electron density is then calculated as described in Equation 9. Because the α-particle
density is neglible in DIII-D, Sα, nα, and τ
α
P are not explicitly modelled in this work.
The ion source Si is modeled as the sum of contributions from neutral beam
injection (NBI), gas puffing, and recycled neutrals from the wall, as described in
Equations 12 through 15. CGAS is a scaling parameter. The gas puffing source was
scaled to provide physically meaningful results and account for the fact that not all
gas puffing particles actually enter the plasma. A value of CGAS= 150 was found to
work well.






GAS (Torr · L/s)NA
RGASCGAS
(14)









Both reflection and delayed re-emission of neutrals are challenging effects to accu-
rately model because they depend on plasma conditions in previous discharges, wall
conditioning, and many other considerations. A detailed investigation of these phe-
nomena is beyond the scope of this work, but has been explored in other studies.[32,
33, 34] The neutrals recycling model used in this thesis assumes that a fixed fraction,
CR, of the ions that leave the plasma are immediately reflected and return to the
plasma. The calculation of CR is discussed in the next chapter.
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2.4 Power Balance
2.4.1 Power Balance Inputs



























where ei, ee, ln Λ, Ui, me, and mi are the charges of the ion and electron, the coulomb
logarithm, the energy of the ion, and the masses of the electron and ion respectively.
Qie is calculated using a radial distribution of collisional energy transfer rates is
calculated using radial density and temperature distributions, which is then weighted
by volume and averaged to calculate a global Qie.
Uαe and Uαi are the energies transferred from fusion α-particles to the electron
and ion populations, respectively. Although fusion alpha-heating is negligible in the
D-D shots considered in this thesis, these terms have been included for future use.
Ohmic heating (PΩ), electron cyclotron heating (PECH) and the amount of fast
wave power coupled to the plasma (PFW ) are taken from DIII-D data and volumet-
rically averaged. In this model, it is assumed that PECH is deposited entirely to
the electron population and that PFW is deposited to the ions. The total auxiliary
heating to the electrons, P eaux, consists of PECH and the portion of the NBI heating
power deposited to the electrons. Similarly, P iaux consists of PFW and the portion of
NBI power deposited to the ions.
2.4.2 Neutral Beam Energy Deposition Calculation
NBI heating power is also taken from DIII-D data and is distributed between ions
and electrons for each DIII-D shot according to calculations of the instantaneous
power deposited in the plasma ion and electron populations as the fast ions become
thermalized in the plasma. The instantaneous energy transfer to each population is
11


































The beam energy, Wb, is then reduced by the amount of energy lost and the
calculation is performed again. This process is repeated until Wb ≤ Te, at which
point the beam is said to be thermalized. This process occurs on a much faster
timescale than the general evolution of densities and temperatures in the plasma and
is assumed to occur instantaneously in the model. This calculation is performed at
every timestep in the code. The contributions to the ions and electrons throughout
this process are then summed at each timestep to obtain the total fraction of power
deposited to the ion and electron populations by the beams at that instant.
In reality, this process happens over a range of densities and temperatures as the
beam particles move through the plasma. For simplicity, this process is assumed to
happen at a single density and temperature that are representative of core conditions
where a majority of the beam heating power is known to be deposited.[1] Improve-
ments to the model to more accurately treat beam energy deposition will be made in
the future. Heating from fusion alpha particles is negligible in the shots considered in
this thesis, however the ion and electron deposition ratios from fusion alpha particles
can, in principle, be calculated using a similar approach.
The radiative power loss density, PR, is evaluated for impurity (Pimp) and bremsstrahlung




















3.1 DIII-D Shot Selection
The shots considered for model development and validation were limited to ELMing
H-mode shots (non-RMP) with B0 < 0 (i.e. the magnetic field in the counter-current
direction, which is the standard configuration in most DIII-D shots). The modeling
of large MHD events has not been attempted and shots were excluded from consid-
eration if they contained such events. The shots used to develop the models for the
confinement multipliers and the ranges of some key parameters for those shots are
listed in Table 1. Here, the ranges of PECH , PFW , and PNBI are the total (rather
than volumetric, as is used in the physics model) electron-cyclotron, FW, and neu-
tral beam heating powers, respectively. The ranges of several machine and operating
parameters across all selected shots are shown in Table 2.
3.2 Confinement Tuning Parameters
Equations 2 through 6 can be readily solved using a forward finite difference ap-
proximation and initial conditions determined from experiment. A time step of 0.01
seconds was used for all simulations described in this thesis. When experimental den-
sities, temperatures, and machine and operating parameters are known, Equations 2
through 6 can be solved “backwards” for the implied particle and energy confinement
times, τ i,eP,E, at all times during the evolution of the shot. In our case, we are inter-
ested in modeling the confinement as the product of the IPB98(y,2) scaling law and a






Table 1: Characteristics of each shot used in this study. Each shot is an ELM-ing
H-mode shot. Starred shots are validation shots that were not used to develop the
confinement tuning parameter models.
Shot PECH (MW ) PFW (kW ) GAS (Torr · L/s) PNBI (MW ) |B0| (T ) q95 ni (1019m−3) Te (keV )
131190∗ 0-2.41 0 0 2.98-8.38 1.75-1.85 4.85-5.25 2.55-3.44 1.63-2.96
131191 0-2.36 0 0 2.95-8.05 1.74-1.85 4.81-5.23 2.16-2.77 1.46-3.23
131195 0 0 0 3.03-4.35 1.81-1.85 4.79-5.05 2.27-2.57 1.65-2.04
131196 0-1.24 0 0 4.14-9.32 1.79-1.82 4.85-5.12 2.15-2.64 1.87-2.68
134350 0-3.12 0 0-63.91 2.83-9.14 1.75-1.89 5.01-5.75 2.05-2.50 1.46-3.26
135837 0 0 0-43.19 1.35-14.44 1.74-1.99 7.11-7.99 2.62-4.55 0.57-1.79
135843 0 1.69-1.86 0-0.10 3.51-4.40 1.89-1.95 3.14-3.19 5.98-6.76 1.38-1.60
140417 0 0 0 2.31-4.37 1.90-1.97 4.73-4.85 2.60-3.52 1.24-1.62
140418∗ 0 0 0 4.12 1.92-1.95 4.63-4.76 3.40-4.11 1.18-1.42
140419 0 0 0 4.12 1.93-1.98 4.62-4.88 3.18-3.84 1.22-1.43
140420∗ 0-3.22 0 0 4.12 1.95-1.99 3.85-4.06 3.31-5.11 1.33-1.78
140421 0-3.18 0 0 4.12 1.94-1.99 4.19-4.40 2.62-3.88 1.27-1.93
140422 0 0 0 4.12 1.93-1.98 4.22-4.42 3.21-3.79 1.38-1.68
140423 0 0 0 4.12 1.93-2.02 4.21-4.44 2.44-3.51 1.43-1.74
140424 0 0 0.33-90.61 4.12 1.94-1.98 4.21-4.35 3.21-5.66 0.91-1.61
140425 0 0 0-108.36 4.12 1.94-1.98 4.18-4.32 4.03-5.56 0.72-1.41
140427∗ 0 0 0-108.79 4.12 1.94-2.01 4.15-4.47 4.86-5.61 0.86-1.12
140428 0 0 0 4.12 1.96-2.01 4.17-4.32 4.28-5.98 0.90-1.11
140429 0 0 0 4.12 1.95-1.99 4.16-4.31 3.81-5.52 0.98-1.18
140430 0 0-19.11 0 4.12 1.95-2.00 4.53-4.61 2.93-3.40 1.39-1.56
140431 0 0-20.60 0 4.12 1.95-2.01 4.68-4.80 2.62-3.21 1.41-1.71
140432 0 0 0 4.12 1.94-1.99 4.75-4.85 2.61-2.92 1.76-1.96
140440 0 0 0-108.46 3.13-4.14 1.95-1.99 4.58-4.79 4.21-6.29 0.69-1.40
140535∗ 0 2.46-2.70 0 2.41-4.46 2.02-2.07 4.12-4.30 1.18-1.58 1.43-1.78
140673 0.89-3.32 0-229.95 0 6.89-11.05 1.67-1.70 5.75-6.02 2.85-3.71 1.29-1.59
*Shots not used in model construction, but for validation purposes
Table 2: Range of parameters for DIII-D shots in this study
Parameter Range
PNBI (MW ) 1.04− 14.44
PNBI,counter/PNBI,total 0.0− 0.45
PECH (MW ) 0.0− 3.32
PFW (MW ) 0.0− 0.23
q95 3.14− 8.05
IP (MA) 0.57− 1.48








Ti,av (keV ) 0.52− 3.07

















where τ 98E is the ITER-98(y,2) energy confinement scaling law shown below.









Here, A = R/a, P (MW ) is the total heating power, IP (MA) is the total plasma
current, and κ is the plasma elongation.
As described previously, volume-averaged densities are calculated at regular inter-
vals throughout the shot. “Experimental” time traces for the averaged densities and
temperatures are obtained by linearly interpolating between values at several points
in the shot. Figure 5 illustrates the evolution of the density profile in DIII-D Shot
140673 and the resulting evolution of the averaged quantities.


































Figure 5: Time traces of the evolution of temperature and density at different radial
locations and the resulting averaged quantities for shot 140673.
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The “experimental” density and temperature time traces allow us to solve Equa-
tions 2 through 6 for the implied confinement tuning parameters throughout the shot.
The evolution of the various tuning parameters is shown for several DIII-D shots in
Figures 6 through 8.


























(a) Evolution of the ion and electron energy
confinement tuning parameters.




















(b) Evolution of the particle confinement
tuning parameter.
Figure 6: Time trace of the confinement tuning parameters for shot 131191.


























(a) Evolution of the ion and electron energy
confinement tuning parameters.

























(b) Evolution of the particle confinement
tuning parameter.
Figure 7: Time trace of the inferred confinement tuning parameters for shot 140417.
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(a) Evolution of the ion and electron energy
confinement tuning parameters.

























(b) Evolution of the particle confinement
tuning parameter.
Figure 8: Time trace of the inferred confinement tuning parameters for shot 140422.
Predictive models for the tuning parameters were constructed using multiple re-
gression analysis on data taken at fixed intervals from the non-asterisked 20 shots
shown in Table 1. The predictive variables that were selected for use in the models
and the form of the resulting regression models are shown in Equation 23. Table 3
shows the regression parameters for the density and temperature confinement models
that were constructed using the shots listed in Table 1.
C = b1 + b2PNBI,vol + b3PNBI,counter−frac + b4PNBI,short−frac+
b5PECH,vol + b6PFW,volumetric + b7q95 + b8q0 + b9IP,xsec+
b10BT,0 + b11Si,GAS,vol + b12δdivertor + b13δnon−divertor + b14κ (23)
Here, IP,xsec is the average current density in the plasma, i.e., IP/ (κa
2). PNBI,counter−frac
is the fraction of the total NBI power that was injected counter-current and PNBI,tan−frac
is the fraction of the total NBI power traveling along the four most tangential paths,
shown as solid lines in Figure 9. For the standard DIII-D I and B directions shown
in Figure 9, the 210◦ beams are injected counter-current and the other beams are
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injected co-current. These independent variables were considered in order to com-
pensate for the simplistic beam energy deposition model currently used in the code.
By modeling both the reflected and re-emitted neutral sources as a fixed fraction
CR of the number of particles leaving the plasma, these sources can be combined into
a single recycled source model, and the global ion particle balance can be rewritten
as shown in Equation 24.
dni
dt








Because of significant uncertainty in both the re-emitted source and the particle
confinement time in Equation 24, the value of CR was determined by assuming that




E ), solving for the the implied recycled source rate at fixed
intervals throughout all shots, and regressing those source rates against the particle
transport loss rates. The result of this regression is a value of CR = 0.904. With this
model for the recycled neutrals source, it was found that none of the independent
parameters used to construct regression models for the other tuning parameters (i.e.
PECH,vol, Si,GAS,vol, etc.) had significant additional explanatory power. As such, the
particle confinement tuning parameter is set to unity and not modified based on
changes in plasma conditions or operating parameters.
The regression coefficients for the energy confinement tuning models as well as
the statistical R2 values (denoted as R2stats to avoid confusion with the plasma major
radius) and p-values from the regression analysis are shown in Table 3 (p-values less
than about 0.05 are generally considered to be statistically significant). Based on
the reported p-values and iterating over several model variations, it appears that the
operating and machine parameters that have the most effect on the ion energy CTP
are the FW input power, plasma elongation, the volumetric neutral beam heating
power, and the value of q0. For the electron energy CTP, it appears that the most
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important factors are the absolute value of the toroidal magnetic field, the value of
q0, the volumetric ECH and FW power inputs. The negative regression coefficient for
ECH in the electron energy confinement model could also be interpreted as accounting
for less than perfect ECH efficiency. Although less important overall, it is interesting
to note that ion energy confinement appeared to depend more sensitively on the
triangularity in the divertor region (δdivertor) while the electron energy confinement
depends more sentitively on the non-divertor triangularity (δnon−divertor).
Figure 9: NBI injection angles from the 8 sources on DIII-D, as seen from above
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Table 3: Regression Coefficients for Confinement Tuning Models and associated p-
values







b1 5.167 1.72× 10−33 4.425 2.51× 10−23
b2 PNBI,vol -0.604 3.12× 10−45 -0.654 1.09× 10−48
b3 PNBI,counter−frac 0.072 5.48× 10−06 -0.216 1.64× 10−38
b4 PNBI,short−frac 0.056 1.56× 10−02 -0.203 6.01× 10−17
b5 PECH,vol -0.154 1.01× 10−06 -0.919 3.90× 10−160
b6 PFW,volumetric 35.722 1.19× 10−89 -49.129 2.00× 10−150
b7 q95 0.068 5.17× 10−06 0.197 3.51× 10−36
b8 q0 -0.088 2.25× 10−40 -0.203 2.50× 10−179
b9 IP,xsec 1.237 2.82× 10−12 2.829 3.48× 10−52
b10 BT,0 -0.402 1.67× 10−06 -3.095 1.80× 10−243
b11 Si,GAS,vol -0.041 1.65× 10−36 -0.041 1.51× 10−34
b12 δdivertor 0.178 6.06× 10−20 -0.104 2.17× 10−07
b13 δnon−divertor 0.325 1.90× 10−12 -0.675 3.06× 10−44
b14 κ -2.594 2.80× 10−72 0.301 4.14× 10−2
R2stats 0.482 0.541
Many of the operating parameters in a tokamak are correlated with many other
parameters. Strong correlations between parameters in a regression model, such as
the one used in this project, can be problematic because they can obscure the relative
importance of the independent variables used in the regression. A correlation matrix
was also computed for the 13 operating parameters used in the construction of the
CTP models. This matrix, shown in Table 4, shows strong correlations between
PNBI,short−frac, PNBI,vol, q95, and BT,0. These correlations are most likely the result
of both the limited number of shots used in this study as well as the importance of all
of them in achieving certain desirable modes of confinement. Strong correlations can
also be seen between BT,0, κ, and δnon−divertor. These correlations are not surprising
as parameters that describe the shape of the plasma (including κ and δnon−divertor) are
strongly affected by the strength of the toroidal field. Despite the correlations between
them, these parameters can capture different important physical effects and should
not be excluded from the model because of their relatively high level of correlation.
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Finally and unsurprisingly, a strong positive correlation is observed between IP,xsec
and q95, although both were shown to be statistically significant. Because of this
correlation and the fact that q95 was not as important as other independent parameters
in explaining the changes in the CTPs, the removal of q95 from the regression model
would most likely not be problematic. This will be explored in future studies.























































































PNBI,short−frac -0.89 -0.15 1.00
PECH,vol 0.37 -0.12 -0.45 1.00
PFW,volumetric 0.37 -0.08 -0.39 0.12 1.00
q95 0.75 0.21 -0.76 0.09 0.27 1.00
q0 0.22 0.20 -0.27 -0.12 0.05 0.48 1.00
IP,xsec -0.54 -0.12 0.57 0.04 -0.43 -0.81 -0.30 1.00
BT,0 -0.73 -0.04 0.76 -0.38 -0.45 -0.66 -0.52 0.53 1.00
Si,GAS,vol -0.09 -0.06 0.06 -0.16 -0.07 -0.07 0.04 0.03 0.15 1.00
δdivertor 0.44 0.02 -0.48 0.08 0.22 0.58 0.42 -0.16 -0.52 -0.14 1.00
δnon−divertor 0.58 0.06 -0.66 0.32 0.27 0.64 0.53 -0.30 -0.80 -0.13 0.81 1.00
κ 0.35 0.00 -0.42 0.31 0.06 0.42 0.51 -0.25 -0.77 -0.13 0.44 0.61 1.00
3.3 Interpretation of Confinement Tuning Parameters
3.3.1 General Interpretation
Because the confinement tuning parameters are merely fitting parameters used to
adjust the model predict experimental results, it can sometimes be difficult to properly
interpret the physical meaning of changes in the tuning parameters. For example,
a higher value of the tuning parameter may not coincide with a higher value of
the implied confinement time because changes in machine and operating parameters
may simultaneously cause a decrease in the ITER-98 scaling law and an increase in
the confinement tuning parameter. Similarly, it is possible for a tuning parameter
to increase while the corresponding plasma attribute (i.e. density or temperature)
decreases due to other simultaneous effects.
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The confinement tuning parameters are best thought of as an indication of how
a change in an operating or machine parameter is likely to change particle or energy
confinement relative to the ITER-98 scaling law, all else being equal. They can
capture the dependence of plasma performance on parameters that are not included
in the ITER-98 scaling law like, for example, the presence of fast wave current drive
or the percentage of power that is injected in teh counter-current direction.
The “segmented” appearance of some tuning parameter time plots, such as the
one shown in Figure 10, is typically the result of a coarse time resolution of the
input data, between which GTBURN linearly interpolates. If, for example, the given
density data is at 200 ms time intervals and the heating power, plasma current, and
other inputs are given at much smaller intervals, there is a high likelyhood that the
interpolated density data will become inconsistent with experimental values during
that time window. This results in periodic corrections in the value of the tuning
parameter. Because of limitations in the DIII-D software, obtaining radial density
and temperature data at small time intervals is prohibitvely time-consuming, however
tools may exist that can provide this data more efficiently. This will be pursued in
the future.
3.3.2 Negative and other non-physical tuning parameters
Because the confinement tuning parameters are first calculated using experimental
data, errors in those data can result in strange behavior in the evolution of the
confinement tuning parameter. These errors could include misallocating input power
to the ions and electrons, over- or under-estimating the particle source from recycled
neutrals, errors in the values of densities and temperatures from interpolation over too
large a time interval, etc. An example of the erratic behavior in the tuning parameter
that can result is shown for the ion energy confinement tuning parameter in DIII-D
shot 140427 in Figure 10. In this shot, the erratic behavior coincides with strong gas
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puffing, which is consistent with a general observation that strong gas puffing tends
to degrade the ability to model energy confinement tuning parameters, even when gas
puffing is included in the regression model. This phenomenon will be investigated in
future studies.















Figure 10: Erratic behavior of the ion energy confinement tuning parameter CiE during
DIII-D shot 140427.
Although the sharp peaks and occasionally strange behavior may appear to be
similar to a numerical instability, they are actually the code adjusting the confinement
tuning parameters to compensate for errors in either the experimental data or in
calculated parameters elsewhere in the model. Occasional sharp peaks or negative
values can be attributed to uncertainty in experimental data or calculated parameters
and are unlikely to significantly alter the analysis or the insights derived from that
analysis. Longer periods of erratic or non-physical behavior may indicate a problem
with the physics model.
By adjusting the confinement tuning parameter, GTBURN adjusts the entire
confinement loss term to balance the various particle and power balance equations.
This fact allows the user to gain insight into potential problems or weaknesses in
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the physics model. A qualitative plot of the confinement tuning parameter vs. the
magnitude of the loss term is shown in Figure 11. This relationship holds for all
confinement tuning parameters and the transport loss terms they appear in. Four
regions are shown that correspond to different interpretations. Those interpretations
are described in Table 5.



















Figure 11: Qualitative plot of the relationship between confinement tuning parameters
and the transport loss terms they appear in. Four regions are identified and described
in Table 5.
Insight can also be gained by comparing the ion and electron energy confinement
tuning parameters. If the behaviors of the tuning parameters and their corresponding
interpretations suggest a missing source in one and too much of a source in the other,
there may be problems in, for example, the beam energy deposition model or the
interspecies collisional energy transfer calculation. If problematic tuning parameter
behavior is present in only one of the tuning parameters, it suggests that there may
be problems in inputs that primarily effect either the ions or the electrons.
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The tuning parameter has become very small and
positive, resulting in a very large loss term in the
balance equation. This indicates a missing sink




This is the ideal region in which the tuning
parameters are typically between about 0.5 and
1.5. In this region, the transport loss term is
negative and approximately the correct
magnitude. Meaningful tuning parameter





A large value in the denominator (positive or
negative) results in a small loss or source term.
Since we expect a moderate loss term, this
indicates a missing source or a sink that is too




In order to balance, the tuning parameter has
had to go negative and small, turning the
transport loss term into a large source term. This
indicates that the tuning parameter is
compensating for a missing large source or the





The confinement tuning regression coefficients of Table 3 were used in predictive
simulations of densities and temperatures in 20 DIII-D shots upon which they were
based as well as five additional shots (the asterisked shots in Table 1), which served
as validation shots. To determine the improvement resulting from the use of the
confinement tuning parameters, each simulation was made with and without the use
of confinement tuning parameters. These simulations are compared with experiment
in the figures below as CTP and No CTP, respectively.
Shots used to build and validate the model were H-mode, single-node divertor
shots with the toroidal magnetic field in the counter-current direction, as shown in
Figure 9. Shots with large MHD phenomena were not included as the model does
not attempt to simulate such phenomena. Shots were selected to include a variety of
changes in control parameters like power input and gas puffing in order to investigate
the validity of the model in a dynamic environment. Much of the data were obtained
from a collisionality scan that included both moderate and near-zero triangularity
shots, which provided additional diversity to the dataset
Difficulties were encountered in accurately modeling changes in density. These
challenges were likely due in part to the recycled neutrals model, which will be im-
proved in the future. In order to test the construction of the energy confinement
tuning parameters, the densities in Figures 12 through 16 have been set to the exper-
imental values.
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4.2 Validation Shot Simulations
The first validation shot, shown in Figure 12, is an ELMing H-mode shot that is
more or less in steady-state throughout the shot. This shot had no gas puffing, a rel-
atively small triangularity of about 0.07, and an elongation of 1.75. The simulation
showed excellent quantitative agreement with the measured electron temperature.
Although simulated ion temperatures were approximately 15% greater than exper-
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Figure 12: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D valida-
tion shot 140418, which is very nearly steady-state. Background plasma information
is shown on the left. Density was set to experiment and is shown for reference.
Temperature simulations for the second validation shot, shown in Figure 13, is also
an ELM-ing H-mode shot. This simulation exhibited generally good agreement with
experiment in response to ECH being turned on in the middle of the shot followed by
a gradual increase in NBI power. Both the ion and electron temperature variations
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Figure 13: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
with variable NBI and ECH (131190).
The third validation shot, shown in Figure 14, contained NBI heating ranging
from 2.4 - 4.4 MW as well as FW and density changes. Quantitative agreement was
worse on this shot than most others, however the simulation still shows reasonably
good qualitative agreement with experiment. The opposite behaviors of the ion and
electron temperature simulations may suggest the need for an improvement in the
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Figure 14: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D valida-
tion shot 140535, which included widely varying NBI heating power, gradual increases
in gas puffing, as well as changes in q95 and B0.
Temperature simulation results for shot 140420 are shown in Figure 15. Generally
good agreement was observed for both ion and electron temperatures throughout the
shot as ECH power was turned on and gradually reduced. The increase in density
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Figure 15: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D vali-
dation shot 140420.
The final validation shot, shown in Figure 16, is a high collisionality, moderately
shaped discharge with significant gas puffing. The simulation showed reasonable
quantiative and strong qualitative agreement with experiment. It was observed in
many shots, including this one, that the agreement of temperature simulations with
experiment tended to degrade with the onset of gas puffing, despite the inclusion of
gas puffing magnitude in the tuning parameter regression model. It is, perhaps, not
surprising that the relationship between gas puffing and global energy confinement is
more complex than is adequately represented in this model. This relationship will be
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Figure 16: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
with strong gas puffing (140427).
4.3 Challenges in Density Simulations
As discussed previously, uncertainty in the particle source rate from recycled neutrals
made it difficult to accurately simulate changes in ion density. Although simulations
of many shots, such as shot 140424 shown in Figure 17 showed strong quantitative
agreement with experiment, density simulations clearly represent an opportunity for
improvement in the model. One shot that highlights the difficulty in simulating
densities is shot 140420, which was described previously. Comparisons of simulated
and experimental densities are shown in Figure 18. The simulation model predicted a
decrease in density consistent with ECH pumpout; however, the experimental density
continued to increase. It is hypothesized that this was likely the result of interactions
between the plasma and the lower divertor shelf resulting from the relatively low
x-point height in this low triangularity shot. Future improvements to the density
simulation model will attempt to include effects like this.
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Figure 17: Density simulation for DIII-D shot 140424.


























Figure 18: Density simulation for DIII-D shot 140420.
4.4 Calculating a “Goodness of Fit” Parameter
A goodness of fit parameter was developed to describe the overall quality of the
simulated densities and temperatures. Each shot was divided into 200 ms time slices,
and experimental and simulated quantities were each averaged over each time slice to
prevent oscillations about the experimental results from overstating the magnitude
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of discrepancies between the simulated and experimental results. The absolute value
of the percent relative error in each window was then averaged to obtain an overall
goodness of fit parameter for each simulated quantity (GT i, GTe, and Gni) on each
shot. These parameters are reported in Table 6. The analogous average goodness of
fit parameters for the simulations in which the confinement tuning parameters were
not used is also listed for comparison.
Table 6: Goodness of Fit (G) Parameters Using Simulated and Experimental Densities
Simulated ni Experimental ni
Shot Gni GTi GTe GTi GTe
131190∗ 10.7% 9.6% 9.5% 14.6% 10.5%
131191 15.1% 3.5% 10.8% 7.7% 6.7%
131195 13.9% 3.1% 10.6% 6.6% 6.4%
131196 22.8% 8.6% 12.3% 4.8% 6.1%
134350 26.3% 14.8% 12.7% 6.3% 5.7%
135837 32.2% 22.4% 23.3% 20.9% 13.2%
135843 30.1% 27.4% 32.5% 28.5% 22.7%
140417 15.2% 5.9% 10.2% 8.8% 5.2%
140418∗ 17.7% 21.5% 6.4% 8.9% 4.0%
140419 18.9% 17.8% 6.5% 4.6% 4.0%
140420∗ 35.2% 43.5% 34.3% 14.0% 4.9%
140421 26.0% 26.7% 16.9% 9.0% 4.6%
140422 9.7% 9.8% 4.2% 4.6% 3.9%
140423 13.1% 6.5% 7.3% 9.0% 4.7%
140424 17.5% 28.8% 15.8% 18.0% 10.2%
140425 17.2% 26.6% 14.4% 16.2% 7.6%
140427∗ 23.5% 17.4% 19.1% 16.4% 9.6%
140428 36.4% 36.6% 30.9% 3.9% 3.7%
140429 32.3% 31.7% 24.3% 5.0% 2.7%
140430 11.9% 11.5% 6.3% 8.2% 1.7%
140431 22.0% 7.9% 8.0% 9.9% 3.5%
140432 22.4% 12.4% 13.8% 3.1% 5.9%
140440 20.1% 33.7% 20.8% 24.4% 17.6%
140535∗ 29.5% 21.3% 22.9% 28.8% 15.1%
140673 19.0% 16.8% 13.9% 5.3% 9.1%
Mean 21.5% 18.6% 15.5% 11.5% 7.6
Mean** 21.5% 66.4% 45.2% 65.1% 48.9
* Validation shots that were not used to construct regression models






We have presented a relatively simple non-linear 0-D plasma dynamics model to rep-
resent the effects of changes in various operating and machine parameters on plasma
dynamics. The confinement model was tuned to DIII-D using confinement tuning pa-
rameters constructed via multiple regression against DIII-D operating and machine
parameters and other imputs. Temperature simulations calculated using this model
show reasonably good quantitative agreement with a variety of DIII-D discharges
and, therefore, give a degree of confidence that this confinement tuning methodology
can be used to develop a model for plasma dynamics for ITER and other tokamaks.
Fast-wave input power, the value of q0, plasma elongation, the toroidal magnetic field
strength, and several other parameters were shown to have significant effect in the
confinement tuning parameter regression models beyond what would be predicted
based solely on the ITER-98(y,2) scaling law.
In addition to improving various aspects of the physics model, future work will
include extending the model to represent passive and active negative feedback mech-
anisms that can prevent and limit power excursions in ITER. We plan to enhance
the ability of the model to anticipate changes in confinement resulting from MHD
activity, ion-orbit loss, thermal instabilities, transitions between confinement modes,
and other relevant phenomena, as well as dynamically modeling changes in impurity
density resulting from sputtering and improving the neutral recycling model.
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APPENDIX A
ADDITIONAL ASPECTS OF PHYSICS MODEL FOR
FUTURE USE
A.1 Impurity Sputtering
Sputtering yields are set to zero. However, a sputtering model has been built and
included in the model for use in future studies. The sputtering yield is calculated[1]
as shown in Equation 25.





























with Eth = UB/ξ, where UB is the binding energy of the wall atom and ξ is the
maximum fraction of the energy of the incident atom that can be transferred to a





Q is an empirical yield factor for each material.
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A.2 Fusion Reactivity
The plasma reactivity, 〈σv〉f , is calculated according to the model developed by Bosch


















Table 7: Parameters for Fusion Reactivity Calculation







2 1.124656× 106 9.37814× 105 9.37814× 105
C1 1.17302× 10−9 5.65718× 10−12 5.43360× 10−12
C2 1.51361× 10−2 3.41267× 10−3 5.85778× 10−3
C3 7.51886× 10−2 1.99167× 10−3 7.68222× 10−3
C4 4.60643× 10−3 0.0 0.0
C5 1.35000× 10−2 1.05060× 10−5 −2.96400× 10−6
C6 −1.0650× 10−4 0.0 0.0
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Figure 19: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
131191. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
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Figure 20: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
131195. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
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Figure 21: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
131196. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
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Figure 22: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
134350. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
























































Figure 23: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
135837. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
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Figure 24: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
135843. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
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Figure 25: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
140417. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
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Figure 26: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
140419. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
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Figure 27: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
140421. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
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Figure 28: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
140422. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
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Figure 29: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
140423. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
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Figure 30: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
140424. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
























































Figure 31: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
140425. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
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Figure 32: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
140428. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
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Figure 33: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
140429. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
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Figure 34: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
140430. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
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Figure 35: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
140431. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
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Figure 36: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
140432. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to
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Figure 37: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
140440. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to



























































Figure 38: Comparison of simulated and experimental temperatures for DIII-D shot
140673. Background plasma information is shown on the left. Density was set to





1 GT_BURN2: variables.o allocate_arrays.o input.o data_smooth.o timeseries.o initial_n_t.o fast_ion.o 
radial.o simulation.o f2e_prep_timeseries.o GT_BURN2.o
2 gfortran -o GT_BURN2 variables.o allocate_arrays.o input.o data_smooth.o timeseries.o 
initial_n_t.o fast_ion.o radial.o simulation.o f2e_prep_timeseries.o GT_BURN2.o -llapack
3 variables.mod: variables.o variables.f95
4 gfortran -c -ffree-line-length-0 variables.f95 -llapack
5 variables.o: variables.f95
6 gfortran -c -ffree-line-length-0 variables.f95 -llapack
7 allocate_arrays.o: variables.mod allocate_arrays.f95
8 gfortran -c -ffree-line-length-0 allocate_arrays.f95 -llapack
9 input.o: variables.mod input.f95
10 gfortran -c -ffree-line-length-0 input.f95 -llapack
11 data_smooth.o: variables.mod data_smooth.f95
12 gfortran -c -ffree-line-length-0 data_smooth.f95 -llapack
13 timeseries.o: variables.mod timeseries.f95
14 gfortran -c -ffree-line-length-0 timeseries.f95 -llapack
15 initial_n_t.o: variables.mod initial_n_t.f95
16 gfortran -c -ffree-line-length-0 initial_n_t.f95 -llapack
17 fast_ion.o: variables.mod fast_ion.f95
18 gfortran -c -ffree-line-length-0 fast_ion.f95 -llapack
19 radial.o: variables.mod radial.f95
20 gfortran -c -ffree-line-length-0 radial.f95 -llapack
21 simulation.o: variables.mod simulation.f95
22 gfortran -c -ffree-line-length-0 simulation.f95 -llapack
23 f2e_prep_timeseries.o: variables.mod f2e_prep_timeseries.f95
24 gfortran -c -ffree-line-length-0 f2e_prep_timeseries.f95 -llapack
25 GT_BURN2.o: variables.mod GT_BURN2.f95
26 gfortran -c -ffree-line-length-0 GT_BURN2.f95 -llapack
27 clean:
28 rm *.o *.mod








7 ! Unit File
8 !
9 ! 1 Global Input File
10 ! 2 Shot Input File
11 ! 3 Global Output File
12 ! 4 Global Output File 2
13 !
14 ! 5 RESERVED FOR I/O TO USER
15 ! 6 RESERVED FOR I/O TO USER
16 !
17 ! 7 Raw data file from gadat2 and IDL script
18 ! 8 rad outfile, only done during initial_n_t
19 ! 9 outfile4, show results of mode 1 simulation compared with "experiment" from mode 4
20 ! 10 outfile8, used to transfer data from mode 4 to mode 1
21 ! 11 outfile2, regular shot output
22 ! 13 raw synced output, outfile1
23 ! 14 Raw output
24 ! 15 Fast Ion output
25 ! 16 Event change output, outfile_global3
26 ! 17 Goodness of fit output! 
27 ! 18 outfile9 - Output radial timeseries data (compare av quantities with profile)
28 ! 19 global statistics (max, min, etc.)
29 ! 20 smoothed version of the raw data
30 ! 21 global output of ranges of various parameters (ECH, NBI, etc.) One line per shot.
31 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32  
33 namelist /input_global/ delta_t, shots, shotnum, S_rec_factor, S_reem_factor, output_mode, 
H_find_mode, Sim_mode, Q_ie_mult, gas_av, seg_width, del_source, raw_output, raw_synced_output, 
h_reuse, S_i_rec_fit, H_i_part_1, Hei1, Hei2, Hei3, Hei4, Hei5, Hei6, Hei7, Hei8, Hei9, Hei10, 
Hei11, Hei12, Hei13, Hei14, Hei15, Hei16, Hei17, Hei18, Hei19, Hei20, Hee1, Hee2, Hee3, Hee4, Hee5, 
Hee6, Hee7, Hee8, Hee9, Hee10, Hee11, Hee12, Hee13, Hee14, Hee15, Hee16, Hee17, Hee18, Hee19, 
Hee20, Hpi1, Hpi2, Hpi3, Hpi4, Hpi5, Hpi6, Hpi7, Hpi8, Hpi9, Hpi10, Hpi11, Hpi12, Hpi13, Hpi14, 
Hpi15, Hpi16, Hpi17, Hpi18, Hpi19, Hpi20
34  
35 namelist /input_shot/ shot, start_time, end_time, up_divertor, event_mode, event_time, ni_sim, 
Ti_sim, Te_sim, z, fz, Hz, RMP_start, RMP_end, cleanup_start1, cleanup_end1, skip_lt1, skip_gt1, 
cleanup_start2, cleanup_end2, skip_lt2, skip_gt2, cleanup_start3, cleanup_end3, skip_lt3, skip_gt3, 
cleanup_start4, cleanup_end4, skip_lt4, skip_gt4, cleanup_start5, cleanup_end5, skip_lt5, skip_gt5, 
cleanup_start6, cleanup_end6, skip_lt6, skip_gt6, cleanup_start7, cleanup_end7, skip_lt7, skip_gt7, 
cleanup_start8, cleanup_end8, skip_lt8, skip_gt8, cleanup_start9, cleanup_end9, skip_lt9, skip_gt9, 
cleanup_start10, cleanup_end10, skip_lt10, skip_gt10, cleanup_start11, cleanup_end11, skip_lt11, 
skip_gt11, cleanup_start12, cleanup_end12, skip_lt12, skip_gt12, cleanup_start13, cleanup_end13, 
skip_lt13, skip_gt13, cleanup_start14, cleanup_end14, skip_lt14, skip_gt14, cleanup_start15, 
cleanup_end15, skip_lt15, skip_gt15, cleanup_start16, cleanup_end16, skip_lt16, skip_gt16, 
cleanup_start17, cleanup_end17, skip_lt17, skip_gt17, cleanup_start18, cleanup_end18, skip_lt18, 
skip_gt18, cleanup_start19, cleanup_end19, skip_lt19, skip_gt19, cleanup_start20, cleanup_end20, 
skip_lt20, skip_gt20, cleanup_start21, cleanup_end21, skip_lt21, skip_gt21, cleanup_start22, 
cleanup_end22, skip_lt22, skip_gt22, cleanup_start23, cleanup_end23, skip_lt23, skip_gt23, 
cleanup_start24, cleanup_end24, skip_lt24, skip_gt24, cleanup_start25, cleanup_end25, skip_lt25, 
skip_gt25, cleanup_start26, cleanup_end26, skip_lt26, skip_gt26, cleanup_start27, cleanup_end27, 
skip_lt27, skip_gt27, cleanup_start28, cleanup_end28, skip_lt28, skip_gt28, cleanup_start29, 
cleanup_end29, skip_lt29, skip_gt29, cleanup_start30, cleanup_end30, skip_lt30, skip_gt30, 
ne_seg_mode, ne_time, ne_0_seg, ne_5_seg, ne_9_seg, Ti_seg_mode, Ti_time, Ti_0_seg, Ti_5_seg, 
Ti_9_seg, Te_seg_mode, Te_time, Te_0_seg, Te_5_seg, Te_9_seg
36 !START PROGRAM
37 Print *,'starting GT_BURN2'
38  
39 !ALLOCATE AND ZEROIZE ALL ARRAYS
40 Print *,'Allocating arrays'
41 Call Allocate_arrays
42  
43 !GET GLOBAL INPUT FILE INFO
44 Print *,'Getting global input file'
45 !call getcwd(cwd)
51
46 infile_global = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/input/INPUT_GLOBAL.txt'





52 ! write (shotnum_string(i),'(I6)') shotnum(i)
53 shotnum_string(i) = shotnum(i)
54 End Do
55  
56 !START MAIN PROGRAM DO LOOP TO LOOP THROUGH SHOTS
57 Do filecount=1,shots
58 Print *,''
59 Print *,'working on shot ',shotnum(filecount),'  ',filecount,' of ',shots,' shots'
60 Print *,'sim_mode = ',sim_mode
61  
62 !ASSIGN NAMES TO INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES FOR THE SHOT
63 infile1  = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/input/INPUT_'//shotnum(filecount)




68 ni_sim = 1
69 Ti_sim = 1
70 Te_sim = 1
71  
72 !MODIFY START TIME IF NECESSARY
73 !If (sim_mode.eq.4) Then
74 start_time = start_time + 0.3
75 !end_time = end_time - 0.2
76 !End If
77
78 If (ni_sim.eq.1.and.Ti_sim.eq.1) Then
79 ni_sim_path = "_nt"
80 Else if (ni_sim.eq.1.and.Ti_sim.eq.0) Then
81 ni_sim_path = "_n_"
82 Else if (ni_sim.eq.0.and.Ti_sim.eq.1) Then
83 ni_sim_path = "_t_"
84 End If
85  
86 outfile1 =  '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output_s/outfile1_'//shotnum
(filecount)//'.txt'
87 outfile2 = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output'//trim(ni_sim_path)//'/
outfile2_'//shotnum(filecount)//'.txt'
88 outfile3 = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output'//trim(ni_sim_path)//'/
outfile3_'//shotnum(filecount)//'.txt'
89 outfile4 = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output'//trim(ni_sim_path)//'/
outfile4_'//shotnum(filecount)//'.txt'
90 outfile5 = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output'//trim(ni_sim_path)//'/
outfile5_'//shotnum(filecount)//'.txt'
91 outfile6 = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output'//trim(ni_sim_path)//'/
outfile6_'//shotnum(filecount)//'.txt'
92 outfile7 = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output'//trim(ni_sim_path)//'/
outfile7_'//shotnum(filecount)//'.txt'
93 outfile8 = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output_s/outfile8_'//shotnum
(filecount)//'.txt'
94 outfile9 = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output_s/outfile9_'//shotnum
(filecount)//'.txt'
95 rad_outfile = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output'//trim(ni_sim_path)//'/
rad_outfile_'//shotnum(filecount)//'.txt'
96 fast_ion_out = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output'//trim(ni_sim_path)//'/
fast_ion_'//shotnum(filecount)//'.txt'
97 datafile = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/input/timeseries/'//trim
(shot)//'_data.txt'
98 datafile_smooth = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/input/timeseries/'//trim
(shot)//'_data_s.txt'
99  
100 !MAKE ANY CHANGES TO THE INPUT FILE HERE
101 If (end_time.gt.5500) Then
102 end_time = 5.500 !having a problem with maxing out some array if this is much 
52
longer. Something I need to deal with later.
103 End If
104  
105 If (event_mode.eq.1) Then
106 start_time = event_time - .250
107 end_time = event_time + .250
108 End If
109
110 i_pre = 0 !10000 for .1 sec
111 exit_flag=0
112  
113 !READ IN INPUT TIMESERIES DATA
114 Print *,'starting timeseries'
115 Call timeseries
116  
117 !SET INITIAL CONDITIONS IF IN MODE 1. POPULATE TIMESERIES OF Q_ie, nu, densities, and 
temperatures if in mode 4
118 !If (sim_mode.eq.1) Then
119 ! Print *,'starting initial_n_t'
120 ! Call initial_n_t
121 !Else
122 Print *,'starting f2e_prep_timeseries' !f2e = force to experiment. Used to back-




126 Print *,'    starting simulation'
127 Call simulation
128  
129 Print *,'    Writing output'
130  
131 !SET UP GLOBAL OUTPUT FILES (CONTAIN OUTPUT FROM ALL SHOTS)
132 If (filecount.eq.1) Then
133 outfile_global = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output_g/
outfile_global.txt'
134 outfile_global2 = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output_g/
outfile_global2.txt'
135 outfile_global3 = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output_g/
outfile_global3.txt'
136 outfile_global4 = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output_g/
outfile_global4.txt'
137 outfile_global5 = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output_g/
outfile_global5.txt'
138 outfile_global6 = '/home/max/SO_Max/PhD/GT_BURN2/output/output_g/
outfile_global6.txt'
139  
140 Open (unit = 3,FILE = outfile_global)
141  
142 Open (unit = 16,FILE = outfile_global3)
143 Open (unit = 17,FILE = outfile_global4)
144 Open (unit = 19,FILE = outfile_global5)
145 Open (unit = 21,FILE = outfile_global6)
146 Write (3,*) "shot IP BT0_abs ni_19 ne_19 Ti Te Ti/Te ne/Te^2 ni/Ti^2 sqrt(Ti)/B 
H_i_energy log(H_i_energy) H_e_energy log(H_e_energy) H_i_part tau_e tau_i_energy tau_e_energy 
tau_i_part H98 H98*tau_e Q_ie1 Q_ie2 Q_ie3 H98_calc taue_raw tauth_raw taue_raw/taue tauth_raw/taue 
taueh98y2_Raw densv2(1) densv2_calc"
147 If (sim_mode.eq.4) Then
148 Open (unit = 4,FILE = outfile_global2)
149 Write (4,*) "shot t_exp PNBI/volume nbi_counter_frac nbi_short_frac 
Paux_e_vol Paux_i_vol q95_raw q0_raw IP/xsec_area BT0_abs S_i_gas/volume tri_divert tri_nondivert 
ELONG_A Q_ie ni Ti_kev Te_kev Ti_Te conf_loss H_i_energy H_e_energy H_i_part S_i_rec_vol_tot"
150 End If
151 Write (16,*) "PNBI_vol Paux_e_vol Paux_i_vol S_i_gas_vol ni Ti_keV Te_kev Ti_Te 
H_i_energy H_e_energy H_i_part "
152 Write (17,*) "shot ni Ti Te"
153 Write (19,*) "shot t_exp PNBI nbi_counter_frac Paux_e Paux_i q95_raw IP BT0_abs 
S_i_gas tri_divert tri_nondivert ELONG_A ni Ti_keV Te_keV"
154 Write (21,*) "shot start_time end_time ECH_min ECH_max FW_min FW_max GAS_min 




157 If (event_mode.eq.1) Then
158 Write (16,"(4(F30.3))",advance='no') (event_change(j), j=1,4)
159 !Write (16,"(28(F30.3))",advance='no') (event_change_rel(j), j=1,28)
160 Write (16,"(4(F30.3))",advance='no') (event_pre(j), j=5,8)
161 Write (16,"(3(F30.3))",advance='no') (event_change(j), j=9,11)
162 Write (16,*) ''
163 End If
164  
165 !Write global output. This is done for all output modes.
166 Write (3,*) shotnum(filecount), IP(1), BT0_abs(1), ni_19(1), ne_19(1), Ti_keV(1), Te_keV
(1), Ti_keV(1)/Te_keV(1), ne_19(1)/Te_keV(1)**2, ni_19(1)/Ti_keV(1)**2,  sqrt(Ti_keV(1))/BT0_abs
(1), H_i_energy(1), log(H_i_energy(1)), H_e_energy(1), log(H_e_energy(1)), H_i_part(1), tau_e(1), 
tau_i_energy(1), tau_e_energy(1), tau_i_part(1), H98(1), H98(1)*tau_e(1), Q_ie1(1), Q_ie2(1), Q_ie3
(1), H98_calc, taue_raw(1), tauth_raw(1), taue_raw(1)/tau_e(1), tauth_raw(1)/tau_e(1), taueh98y2_raw
(1),densv2(1),densv2_calc(1)
167  
168 !OUTPUT_GLOBAL2 (USED TO BUILD REGRESSION MODELS FOR H_FACTORS
169 IF (sim_mode.eq.4) Then
170 Do i=1,array_size1
171 If (mod(i,1).eq.0.and.t_exp(i).le.(end_time-0.1)) Then
172 If (.not.isnan(ni(i)).and.H_i_energy(i).le.1.0.and.H_i_energy
(i).gt.0) Then
173 !If (.not.isnan(ni(i))) Then
174  
175 pauxeon = 0
176 pauxion = 0
177 counterfracon = 0
178 shortfracall = 1
179 gason = 0
180  
181 if (nbi_counter_frac(i).gt.0) counterfracon = 1
182 if (nbi_short_frac(i).lt.1) shortfracall = 0




187 Write (4,*) shot,t_exp(i), &
188 PNBI(i)/volume(i), nbi_counter_frac(i), 
nbi_short_frac(i), &
189 Paux_e_vol(i), Paux_i_vol(i), q95_raw(i), 
q0_raw(i), &
190 IP(i)/xsec_area(i), BT0_abs(i), S_i_gas(i)/
volume(i)*1E-19, &
191 tri_divert(i), tri_nondivert(i), ELONG_A
(i), Q_ie(i), &











201 !OUTPUT_GLOBAL5 (USED TO GET STATISTICS FOR ALL THE SHOTS)
202 IF (sim_mode.eq.4) Then
203 out_count=0
204 Do i=1,array_size1
205 !If (isnan(ni(i)).or.isnan(ne(i)).or.isnan(Ti_keV(i)).or.isnan(Te_keV(i))) 
Exit
206 If (t_exp(i).ge.start_time.and.t_exp(i).le.end_time.and.t_sim(i).ge.200) 
Then
207 !If (t_exp(i).ge.start_time.and.t_exp(i).le.start_time+5.0) Then
208 If(t_sim(i).ge.out_count*50+200) Then




212 Write (19,*) shot,t_exp(i), &
213 PNBI(i), nbi_counter_frac(i), &
214 Paux_e(i), Paux_i(i), q95_raw(i), &
215 IP(i), BT0_abs(i), S_i_gas(i), &
216 tri_divert(i), tri_nondivert(i), 
ELONG_A(i), &
217 ni(i), Ti_keV(i), Te_keV(i)









227 ! 1 = output raw imported timeseries data
228 ! 2 = normal for plotting, use when everything is working
229  
230 !OUTFILE2 - GENERAL SHOT OUTPUT
231 If (output_mode.eq.2) Then
232 Open (unit = 11, File = outfile2)
233 out_count=0
234 Write (11,*) 't_exp t_sim H98 H_i_energy H_e_energy H_i_part tau_e ne ni Te_keV 
Ti_keV Te_keV/Ti_keV ne_19_td te_td ti_td IP BT0_abs q95_raw li_raw PNBI POH Paux_e Paux_i GASA_CAL 
BDOTAMPL nu_ne nu_te nu_ti'
235 Do i=1,i_max
236 If (isnan(ni(i)).or.isnan(ne(i)).or.isnan(Ti_keV(i)).or.isnan(Te_keV(i))) 
Exit
237 Write (11,*) t_exp(i),t_sim(i), H98(i), H_i_energy(i), H_e_energy(i), 
H_i_part(i), tau_e(i), &
238 ne(i), ni(i), Te_keV(i), Ti_keV(i), Te_keV(i)/Ti_keV(i), &
239 ne_19_td(i), te_td(i), ti_td(i), &
240 IP(i), BT0_abs(i), q95_raw(i), li_raw(i), &
241 PNBI(i), POH(i), Paux_e(i), Paux_i(i), dat_synced(i,4), 
BDOTAMPL(i), &





247 !OUTFILE4 - COMPARE PREDICTED WITH EXP
248 If (sim_mode.eq.1) Then
249 Open (unit = 10, File = outfile8)
250 Open (unit = 9, File = outfile4)
251 Read (10,*) dummy_char
252 Write (9,*) 't_exp H_i_part_exp H_i_part H_i_energy_exp H_i_energy H_e_energy_exp 
H_e_energy ni_exp ni Ti_kev_exp Ti_kev Te_kev_exp Te_kev'
253 Do i=1,i_max
254 If (t_exp(i).gt.(end_time-0.05)) Exit
255
256 Read (10,*) dummy, H_i_energy_exp, H_e_energy_exp, H_i_part_exp, ni_19_exp, 
ne_19_exp, nz1_19_exp, nz2_19_exp, nz3_19_exp, nz4_19_exp, nz5_19_exp, nz6_19_exp, 






260 ni_19_exp_array(i) = ni_19_exp
261 Ti_keV_exp_array(i) = Ti_keV_exp
262 Te_keV_exp_array(i) = Te_keV_exp
263  
264 Write (9,*) t_exp(i), H_i_part_exp, H_i_part(i), H_i_energy_exp, H_i_energy








270 !OUTPUT RADIAL TIMESERIES DATA FOR PLOTTING
271 If (sim_mode.eq.4) Then
272 Open (unit = 18, File = outfile9)
273 Write (18,*) 'ne_time ne_0_seg ne_5_seg ne_9_seg Ti_time Ti_0_seg Ti_5_seg Ti_9_seg 
Te_time Te_0_seg Te_5_seg Te_9_seg'
274 Do i=1,array_size7
275 If (Te_time(i).gt.0) Then
276 Write (18,*) ne_time(i), ne_0_seg(i), ne_5_seg(i), ne_9_seg(i), 





281 !GOODNESS OF FIT CALCULATION
282 If (sim_mode.eq.1) Then
283 gof_width = 0.2
284 t_start_gof = start_time
285 t_end_gof = t_start_gof + gof_width
286  
287 Do i_gof = 1,100
288 If (t_end_gof.le.actual_end_time-0.1) Then
289  
290  


































306 ni_gof(i_gof) = 0
307 Ti_gof(i_gof) = 0
308 Te_gof(i_gof) = 0
309 End If
310  
311 !Print *,i_gof,ni_gof(i_gof), Ti_gof(i_gof), Te_gof(i_gof)
312  
313 t_start_gof = t_end_gof
314 t_end_gof = t_start_gof + gof_width
315 Else




317 ! sum(ni_19_exp_array, 
mask=t_exp.gt.t_start_gof.and.t_exp.le.actual_end_time)/count
(t_exp.gt.t_start_gof.and.t_exp.lt.actual_end_time)) / &




320 ! Ti_gof(i_gof)  = ABS(sum(Ti_kev, 
mask=t_exp.gt.t_start_gof.and.t_exp.le.actual_end_time)/count
(t_exp.gt.t_start_gof.and.t_exp.lt.actual_end_time) - &
321 ! sum(Ti_kev_exp_array, 
mask=t_exp.gt.t_start_gof.and.t_exp.le.actual_end_time)/count
(t_exp.gt.t_start_gof.and.t_exp.lt.actual_end_time)) / &




324 ! Te_gof(i_gof)  = ABS(sum(Te_kev, 
mask=t_exp.gt.t_start_gof.and.t_exp.le.actual_end_time)/count
(t_exp.gt.t_start_gof.and.t_exp.lt.actual_end_time) - &
325 ! sum(Te_kev_exp_array, 
mask=t_exp.gt.t_start_gof.and.t_exp.le.actual_end_time)/count
(t_exp.gt.t_start_gof.and.t_exp.lt.actual_end_time)) / &









333 ni_gof_av = sum(ni_gof)/(max(1,count(ni_gof.gt.0)))
334 Ti_gof_av = sum(Ti_gof)/(max(1,count(Ti_gof.gt.0)))
335 Te_gof_av = sum(Te_gof)/(max(1,count(Te_gof.gt.0)))
336  




341 !OUTFILE_GLOBAL6 - RANGES OF PARAMETERS




































6 !Allocate array sizes
7 array_size1=300000 !Main timeseries output from simulation
8 array_size2=50 !Radial points in synthesized radial distribution
9 array_size3=500000 !Stuff for Fast Ion calculations
10 array_size4=10 !number of impurity populations
11 array_size5=100 !number of possible shots to read in
12 array_size6=33 !number of timeseries data points being read in
13 array_size7=24 !number of segments and Ti data points
14 array_size8=33 !number of timeseries datasets that are used for pre/post event comparisons
15 array_size9=100 !maximum number of windows for goodness of fit calculation
16  
17 Allocate(dat(array_size1,array_size6))
18 dat = 0.0d0
19 Allocate(dat_synced_td(array_size1,array_size6))
20 dat_synced_td = 0.0d0
21 Allocate(dat_smooth(array_size1,array_size6))
22 dat_smooth = 0.0d0
23 Allocate(dat_time(array_size1,array_size6))
24 dat_time = 0.0d0
25 Allocate(start_point(array_size6))
26 start_point = 0.0d0
27 Allocate(loc_prev(array_size6))
28 loc_prev = 0.0d0
29 Allocate(loc_after(array_size6))
30 loc_after = 0.0d0
31 Allocate(dat_synced(array_size1,array_size6))
32 dat_synced = 0.0d0
33 Allocate(dat_synced_smooth(array_size1,array_size6))
34 dat_synced_smooth = 0.0d0
35 Allocate(dat_synced_clean(array_size1,array_size6))
36 dat_synced_clean = 0.0d0
37 Allocate(data_td(array_size1,array_size6))
38 data_td = 0.0d0
39 Allocate(initial_av(array_size6))
40 initial_av = 0.0d0
41 Allocate(start_value_td(array_size6))
42 start_value_td = 0.0d0
43 Allocate(end_value_td(array_size6))
44 end_value_td = 0.0d0
45 Allocate(av_time(array_size1))
46 av_time = 0.0d0
47 Allocate(av_data(array_size1))
48 av_data = 0.0d0
49 Allocate(t_sim(array_size1))
50 t_sim = 0.0d0
51 Allocate(t_exp(array_size1))
52 t_exp = 0.0d0
53 Allocate(dat_temp(array_size1))
54 dat_temp = 0.0d0
55 Allocate(dat_time_temp(array_size1))
56 dat_time_temp = 0.0d0
57 Allocate(H98(array_size1))
58 H98 = 0.0d0
59 Allocate(IP(array_size1))
60 IP = 0.0d0
61 Allocate(BT0(array_size1))
62 BT0 = 0.0d0
63 Allocate(GASA_CAL(array_size1))
64 GASA_CAL = 0.0d0
65 Allocate(PNBI(array_size1))
66 PNBI = 0.0d0
67 Allocate(POH(array_size1))
68 POH = 0.0d0
69 Allocate(POH_vol(array_size1))






5 !Called by 'timeseries'
6  
7 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 ! RAW DATA SMOOTH
9 ! Will eventually be done with an SGOLAY routing. For now, it's just a moving average
10 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11  
12 !Read in data and close file
13 Open (unit = 7, File = datafile)
14 Read (7,*) max_pts !The first line is the total number of points in the longest data series
15 Print *,'max_pts = ',max_pts
16 Do i = 1,max_pts
17 Read (7,*) (dat_time(i,k), dat(i,k), k=1,array_size6)
18 End Do
19 Close (7)
20 dat_time = dat_time*1E-3 !all raw times now in seconds instead of ms
21  
22 !Clean up data a little bit
23 Do k=1,array_size6
24 Do i = 1,max_pts




29 !Smooth Raw data (moving average, width specified at top of 'timeseries.f95' or maybe in an input 
file later
30 Do k=1,array_size6
31 Print *,'k = ',k
32 Do i = 1,max_pts
33 dat_temp(i) = dat(i,k)
34 dat_time_temp(i) = dat_time(i,k)
35 End Do
36 Do i = 1,max_pts
37 If (dat_time(i,k).eq.0.and.dat_time(i+10,k).eq.0) Exit
38 If (dat_time(i,k).gt.end_time) Exit
39  
40 If ((dat_time(i,k)-dat_time(1,k)).le.smooth_window) Then
41 dat_smooth(i,k) = sum(dat_temp, mask=dat_time_temp.le.dat_time(i,k))/count
(dat_time_temp.le.dat_time(i,k))
42 Else
43 dat_smooth(i,k) = sum(dat_temp, mask=dat_time_temp.ge.(dat_time(i,k)-
smooth_window).and.dat_time_temp.le.(dat_time(i,k)+smooth_window)) / &






49 !Clean up smoothed data of any NaN's
50 Do k=1,array_size6
51 Do i = 1,max_pts




56 Print *,'writing smoothed raw data to file'
57 !Write to output to save time
58 Open (unit = 20, File = datafile_smooth)
59 Write (20,*) max_pts, smooth_window
60 Do i=1,max_pts












7 !      Construct a time profile of x_9, x_5, and x_0 and calculate a volume, density, averaged 
quantity from those
8 !      time profiles at each time step. This is definitely the most accurate way of doing it, but 
also the most
9 !      time intensive because until I know how to automatically process radial data from D3D, I 
have to grab about
10 !      3 radial points for about 20 time points for each quantity (n, Ti, Te) for each shot.
11  
12 Print *,'Building density and temperature time profiles'
13 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 !Create synced x_0, x_5, and x_9 time profiles
15 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 Do i=1,array_size1
17 If (t_exp(i).gt.end_time) Exit
18  
19 !for each t_exp, find the positions of the dat_times just less than and just greater than 
t_exp
20 loc_prev_ne = maxloc(ne_time,dim=1,mask=ne_time.le.t_exp(i))
21 loc_after_ne = loc_prev_ne+1
22 loc_prev_Te = maxloc(Te_time,dim=1,mask=Te_time.le.t_exp(i))
23 loc_after_Te = loc_prev_Te+1
24 loc_prev_Ti = maxloc(Ti_time,dim=1,mask=Ti_time.le.t_exp(i))
25 loc_after_Ti = loc_prev_Ti+1
26  
27 !ne
28 If (ne_time(loc_prev_ne).eq.t_exp(i)) Then !t_exp lines up perfectly with a raw data point
29 ne_0(i) = ne_0_seg(loc_prev_ne)
30 ne_5(i) = ne_5_seg(loc_prev_ne)
31 ne_9(i) = ne_9_seg(loc_prev_ne)
32 Else
33 ne_0(i) = ne_0_seg(loc_prev_ne) + (ne_0_seg(loc_after_ne)-ne_0_seg(loc_prev_ne))/
(ne_time(loc_after_ne)-ne_time(loc_prev_ne)) * (t_exp(i)-ne_time(loc_prev_ne))
34 ne_5(i) = ne_5_seg(loc_prev_ne) + (ne_5_seg(loc_after_ne)-ne_5_seg(loc_prev_ne))/
(ne_time(loc_after_ne)-ne_time(loc_prev_ne)) * (t_exp(i)-ne_time(loc_prev_ne))
35 ne_9(i) = ne_9_seg(loc_prev_ne) + (ne_9_seg(loc_after_ne)-ne_9_seg(loc_prev_ne))/
(ne_time(loc_after_ne)-ne_time(loc_prev_ne)) * (t_exp(i)-ne_time(loc_prev_ne))
36 End If




40 If (Te_time(loc_prev_Te).eq.t_exp(i)) Then !t_exp lines up perfectly with a raw data point
41 Te_0(i) = Te_0_seg(loc_prev_Te)
42 Te_5(i) = Te_5_seg(loc_prev_Te)
43 Te_9(i) = Te_9_seg(loc_prev_Te)
44 Else
45 Te_0(i) = Te_0_seg(loc_prev_Te) + (Te_0_seg(loc_after_Te)-Te_0_seg(loc_prev_Te))/
(Te_time(loc_after_Te)-Te_time(loc_prev_Te)) * (t_exp(i)-Te_time(loc_prev_Te))
46 Te_5(i) = Te_5_seg(loc_prev_Te) + (Te_5_seg(loc_after_Te)-Te_5_seg(loc_prev_Te))/
(Te_time(loc_after_Te)-Te_time(loc_prev_Te)) * (t_exp(i)-Te_time(loc_prev_Te))
47 Te_9(i) = Te_9_seg(loc_prev_Te) + (Te_9_seg(loc_after_Te)-Te_9_seg(loc_prev_Te))/
(Te_time(loc_after_Te)-Te_time(loc_prev_Te)) * (t_exp(i)-Te_time(loc_prev_Te))
48 End If




52 If (Ti_time(loc_prev_Ti).eq.t_exp(i)) Then !t_exp lines up perfectly with a raw data point
53 Ti_0(i) = Ti_0_seg(loc_prev_Ti)
54 Ti_5(i) = Ti_5_seg(loc_prev_Ti)
55 Ti_9(i) = Ti_9_seg(loc_prev_Ti)
56 Else
57 Ti_0(i) = Ti_0_seg(loc_prev_Ti) + (Ti_0_seg(loc_after_Ti)-Ti_0_seg(loc_prev_Ti))/
(Ti_time(loc_after_Ti)-Ti_time(loc_prev_Ti)) * (t_exp(i)-Ti_time(loc_prev_Ti))
61
58 Ti_5(i) = Ti_5_seg(loc_prev_Ti) + (Ti_5_seg(loc_after_Ti)-Ti_5_seg(loc_prev_Ti))/
(Ti_time(loc_after_Ti)-Ti_time(loc_prev_Ti)) * (t_exp(i)-Ti_time(loc_prev_Ti))
59 Ti_9(i) = Ti_9_seg(loc_prev_Ti) + (Ti_9_seg(loc_after_Ti)-Ti_9_seg(loc_prev_Ti))/
(Ti_time(loc_after_Ti)-Ti_time(loc_prev_Ti)) * (t_exp(i)-Ti_time(loc_prev_Ti))
60 End If









69 If (t_exp(i).gt.end_time) Exit
70  
71 delta_ITB_ne = 0.1*a_minor(i)
72 delta_ITB_Ti = 0.1*a_minor(i)
73 delta_ITB_Te = 0.1*a_minor(i)
74 delta_r = a_minor(i)/(rad_pts-1)
75  
76 Do j = 1,rad_pts
77  
78 !GENERAL (RADIAL GRID AND TOROIDAL SHELL VOLUME CALCULATIONS)
79 rval(j) = (j-1)*delta_r
80 diff_vol(j) = 2.0*elong_a(i)*pi**2.0*R0(i)*((j*delta_r)**2.0 - ((j-1)*delta_r)**2.0)
81  
82 !DENSITY DISTRIBUTION
83 If (rval(j).lt.(a_minor(i)-delta_ITB_ne)) Then
84 ne_rad(j) = ((ne_0(i) - ne_9(i)) * (1.0 - rval(j)**2.0/(a_minor(i) - 
delta_ITB_ne)**2)**nu_ne(i) + ne_9(i))
85 nz3_rad(j) = ne_rad(j) / (35.0)
86 ni_rad(j) = ne_rad(j) - 6.0*nz3_rad(j) 
87 Else
88 ne_rad(j) = ne_9(i) *(a_minor(i) - rval(j)) / delta_ITB_ne
89 nz3_rad(j) = ne_rad(j) / (35.0)
90 ni_rad(j) = ne_rad(j) - 6.0*nz3_rad(j) 
91 End If
92
93 If (j.eq.1) ni_0(i) = ni_rad(j)
94  
95 !ION TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
96 If (rval(j).lt.(a_minor(i)-delta_ITB_Ti)) Then
97 Ti_rad(j) = ((Ti_0(i) - Ti_9(i)) * (1.0 - rval(j)**2.0/(a_minor(i) - 
delta_ITB_Ti)**2)**nu_Ti(i) + Ti_9(i))
98 Ti_J_rad(j)   = Ti_rad(j) * e * 1000.0
99 Else
100 Ti_rad(j) = Ti_9(i) *(a_minor(i) - rval(j)) / delta_ITB_Ti
101 Ti_J_rad(j)   = Ti_rad(j) * e * 1000.0
102 End If
103  
104 !ELECTRON TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
105 If (rval(j).lt.(a_minor(i)-delta_ITB_Te)) Then
106 Te_rad(j) = ((Te_0(i) - Te_9(i)) * (1.0 - rval(j)**2.0/(a_minor(i) - 
delta_ITB_Te)**2)**nu_Te(i) + Te_9(i))
107 Te_J_rad(j)   = Te_rad(j) * e * 1000.0
108 Else
109 Te_rad(j) = Te_9(i) *(a_minor(i) - rval(j)) / delta_ITB_Te
110 Te_J_rad(j)   = Te_rad(j) * e * 1000.0
111 End If
112  
113 !OTHER QUANTITIES NEEDED TO CALCULATE THE AVERAGES
114 ne_width(j)  = delta_r * ne_rad(j)
115 ni_width(j)  = delta_r * ni_rad(j)
116 nz3_width(j)  = delta_r * nz3_rad(j)
117 vol_width(j) = delta_r * diff_vol(j)
118 ne_V_width(j) = delta_r * ne_rad(j) * diff_vol(j)
119 ni_V_width(j) = delta_r * ni_rad(j) * diff_vol(j)
120 nz3_V_width(j) = delta_r * nz3_rad(j) * diff_vol(j)
121 nTi_V(j) = delta_r * ni_rad(j) * Ti_rad(j) * diff_vol(j)
62
122 nTe_V(j) = delta_r * ne_rad(j) * Te_rad(j) * diff_vol(j)
123  
124 !COLLISIONAL ENERGY TRANSFER
125 coul_log_rad(j) = log(12.0*pi*sqrt((8.854*Ti_rad(j)/1.6021)**3.0*1.0E11/ni_rad(j)))
126 Q_ie_rad(j) = (ne_rad(j)*ni_rad(j))*(1.6021**4.0)*(m_e_kg_reduced/
m_D_kg_reduced)*coul_log_rad(j)*(Te_J_rad(j)-Ti_J_rad(j)) / &
127 (((2*pi)**(1.5))*(8.854**2.0)*sqrt(m_e_kg)*((Te_J_rad(j))**1.5)) * 
1E-14 / 1E6
128 If (isnan(Q_ie_rad(j))) Q_ie_rad(j)=0 !happens when Ti=Te, i.e. at rho=a. Force to 
zero.




133 Q_ie(i) = Q_ie_mult*sum(Q_ie_rad_vol)/sum(diff_vol)
134 ne(i) = SUM(ne_V_width) / SUM(vol_width)
135 ni(i) = SUM(ni_V_width) / SUM(vol_width)
136 nz3(i)  = SUM(nz3_V_width) / SUM(vol_width)
137 Te_keV(i) = SUM(nTe_V) / SUM(ne_V_width)
138 Ti_keV(i) = SUM(nTi_V) / SUM(ni_V_width)
139  
140 !IMPURITIES OTHER THAN CARBON (nz3)
141 nz1(i)  = fz(1)*ni(i)/(1-fz_tot)
142 nz2(i)  = fz(2)*ni(i)/(1-fz_tot)
143 nz4(i)  = fz(4)*ni(i)/(1-fz_tot)
144 nz5(i)  = fz(5)*ni(i)/(1-fz_tot)
145 nz6(i)  = fz(6)*ni(i)/(1-fz_tot)
146 nz7(i)  = fz(7)*ni(i)/(1-fz_tot)
147 nz8(i)  = fz(8)*ni(i)/(1-fz_tot)
148 nz9(i)  = fz(9)*ni(i)/(1-fz_tot)
149 nz10(i) = fz(10)*ni(i)/(1-fz_tot)
150  
151 Z_eff(i) = (ni(i)+nz1(i)*z(1)**2+nz2(i)*z(2)**2+nz3(i)*z(3)**2+nz4(i)*z(4)**2+nz5(i)*z





155 If (i.ge.2) Then
156 ne_td(i) = (ne(i)-ne(i-1))/delta_t
157 ni_td(i) = (ni(i)-ni(i-1))/delta_t
158 nz3_td(i) = (nz3(i)-nz3(i-1))/delta_t
159 Te_td(i) = (Te_keV(i)-Te_keV(i-1))/delta_t
160 Ti_td(i) = (Ti_keV(i)-Ti_keV(i-1))/delta_t
161 End If
162 If (i.eq.2) Then
163 ne_td(1) = ne_td(2)
164 ni_td(1) = ni_td(2)
165 nz3_td(1) = nz3_td(2)
166 Te_td(1) = Te_td(2)
167 Ti_td(1) = Ti_td(2)
168 End If
169  
170 !UNIT CONVERSIONS, ETC.
171 ne_19_td(i) = ne_td(i) * 1E19
172 ne_19(i) = ne(i) * 1E19
173 ni_19_td(i) = ni_td(i) * 1E19
174 ni_19(i) = ni(i) * 1E19
175  
176 Te_J(i)   = Te_keV(i) * e * 1000.0
177 Te_MJ(i)  = Te_keV(i) * e / 1000.0
178 Te_MJ_td(i)  = Te_td(i) * e / 1000.0
179  
180 Ti_J(i)   = Ti_keV(i) * e * 1000.0
181 Ti_MJ(i)  = Ti_keV(i) * e / 1000.0
182 Ti_MJ_td(i)  = Te_td(i) * e / 1000.0
183  
184 nz1_19(i)  = nz1(i) * 1E19
185 nz2_19(i)  = nz2(i) * 1E19
186 nz3_19(i)  = nz3(i) * 1E19
63
187 nz4_19(i)  = nz4(i) * 1E19
188 nz5_19(i)  = nz5(i) * 1E19
189 nz6_19(i)  = nz6(i) * 1E19
190 nz7_19(i)  = nz7(i) * 1E19
191 nz8_19(i)  = nz8(i) * 1E19
192 nz9_19(i)  = nz9(i) * 1E19









5 !NBI electron ion split (only doing once at the beginning of run, will change this later)
6 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 ! PART 1 - NBI FAST IONS IN DEUTERIUM PLASMA
8 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9  
10 ne_fi = ne_0(i)
11 ni_fi = ni_0(i)
12 Te_fi = Te_0(i)
13 Ti_fi = Ti_0(i)
14  
15 !Initial Parameters
16 delta_t_fi = .001
17 Z_b = 1
18 wb_0_J = nbi1e(i)*1000*e
19  
20 Te_j_fi = Te_fi * 1000 * e !takes Te_fi in keV but needs in Joules for the calculation
21 wb_therm_J = Ti_fi * 1000 * e !assumes thermalized at Ti_fi
22 coul_log(i) = log(12.0*pi*sqrt((8.854*Ti_fi/1.6021)**3.0*1.0E11/ni_fi))
23  
24 !Calculate B_fi
25 !B_fi = -sqrt(2.0) * ne_fi * Z_b**(2.0) * e_reduced**(4.0) * sqrt(m_e_kg_reduced) * coul_log(i) / 
(6.0 * pi**(1.5) * eps_0_reduced**(2.0) * m_D_kg_reduced)
26 !B_fi = B_fi / 3.162277E22
27 !C_fi = 3*pi**0.5 * m_D_kg**1.5 / (4*sqrt(m_e_kg)*m_D_kg)
28  
29  
30 !Zero out arrays
31 Do j_fi=1,array_size3
32 Wb(j_fi) = 0
33 delta_wb_i(j_fi) = 0
34 delta_wb_e(j_fi) = 0
35 delta_wb_tot(j_fi) = 0
36 End Do
37  
38 !Populate E and delta_wb arrays
39 nbi_i = 0
40 nbi_e = 0
41 Wb(1) = wb_0_J
42 Do j_fi=1,array_size3
43
44 !delta_wb_i(j_fi) = (B_fi*C_fi/sqrt(Wb(j_fi)))*delta_t_fi
45 !delta_wb_e(j_fi) = (B_fi*Wb(j_fi)/wb_therm_J**1.5)*delta_t_fi
46  
47 If (Wb(j_fi).lt.wb_therm_J) Exit
48  
49 delta_wb_i(j_fi) = -sqrt(2.0)*ni_fi*(e_reduced**4.0)*coul_log(i)/(8*pi*
(eps_0_reduced**2.0)*sqrt(m_D_kg_reduced)*sqrt(Wb(j_fi)))
50 delta_wb_i(j_fi) = delta_wb_i(j_fi)/3.162277E19*delta_t_fi
51  
52 delta_wb_e(j_fi) = -sqrt(2.0)*ne_fi*(e_reduced**4.0)*sqrt(m_e_kg_reduced)*coul_log(i)*Wb
(j_fi)/(6*(pi**1.5)*(eps_0_reduced**2.0)*m_d_kg_reduced*(Te_j_fi**1.5))
53 delta_wb_e(j_fi) = delta_wb_e(j_fi)/3.162277E19*delta_t_fi
54  
55 delta_wb_tot(j_fi) = delta_wb_i(j_fi) + delta_wb_e(j_fi)
56 Wb(j_fi+1) = Wb(j_fi) + delta_wb_tot(j_fi)
57  
58 nbi_i = nbi_i + delta_wb_i(j_fi)




63 nbi_i_frac(i) = abs(nbi_i)/(abs(nbi_i)+abs(nbi_e))
64 nbi_i_frac(i) = nbi_i_frac(i)
65 nbi_e_frac(i) = 1-nbi_i_frac(i)
66  
67 ! Calculation of steady-state energy distribution
65
68  
69 !Energy bin width stuff
70 !en_range = wb_0_J - wb_therm_J
71 !en_bins_fi = 20
72 !en_bin_width = en_range / (en_bins_fi)
73  
74 !Assign each value in Wb(j) to a bin
75 !Do j_fi=1,j_fi_max
76 ! If (j_fi.eq.1) Then
77 ! Wb_bin(j_fi) = en_bins_fi !this is just a fix up.
78 ! Else
79 ! Wb_bin(j_fi) = INT((Wb(j_fi)-wb_therm_J)/en_bin_width) + 1
80 ! End If
81 !End Do
82  
83 !Count the number in each bin
84 !Do j_fi=1,en_bins_fi
85 ! Wb_bin_count(j_fi) = count(Wb_bin.eq.j_fi)
86 !End Do
87  
88 !nbi_i_frac(i) = sum(delta_wb_i)/(sum(delta_wb_i)+sum(delta_wb_e)) * 1.0
89  
90 !If (ni(i).ge.4.0) nbi_i_frac(i) = nbi_i_frac(i) * 1.4
91 !nbi_e_frac(i) = 1.0-nbi_i_frac(i)
92  




97 !If (sim_mode.eq.1) Then
98 ! Print *,'nbi_i_frac = ',nbi_i_frac
99 ! Print *,'nbi_e_frac = ',nbi_e_frac





105 ! PART 2 - FAST ALPHAS IN DEUTERIUM PLASMA
106 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
107  
108 alpha_e_frac = 0.2
109 alpha_i_frac = 0.8
110  
111 !If (i.eq.1) Then
112 ! Open (unit = 15,FILE = fast_ion_out)
113  
114 ! Write (15,*) 't_fi Wb(j_fi) delta_wb_i(j_fi) delta_wb_e(j_fi) delta_wb_tot(j_fi) wb_therm_J'
115 ! Do j_fi = 1,j_fi_max
116 ! Write (15,*) j_fi*delta_t_fi, Wb(j_fi), -1*delta_wb_i(j_fi), -1*delta_wb_e(j_fi), 
-1*delta_wb_tot(j_fi), wb_therm_J
117 ! End Do











7 ! 1. Sort through timeseries-radial data to find the values for *_0, *_5, and *_9 that bracket the 
desired start time
8 ! 2. Interpolate to find the values for *_0, *_5, and *_9 that correspond to the desired start time
9 ! 3. Calculate the initial densities and temperatures
10 ! 4. Calculate initial Q_ie if necessary
11  
12 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 ! DENSITY ne_0, ne_9, nu_ne
14 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 Do m=1,array_size7
16 If (ne(m+1).gt.t_exp(i)) Exit
17 End Do
18 If (ne(m).eq.t_exp(i)) Then
19 ne_0(i) = ne_0_seg(m)
20 ne_5(i) = ne_5_seg(m)
21 ne_9(i) = ne_9_seg(m)
22 nu_ne(i) = log((ne_5(i)-ne_9(i))/(ne_0(i)-ne_9(i)))/log(1-(a_minor(i)/(2.0*(a_minor(i) - 
delta_ITB_ne)))**2.0)
23 ! Calculate quantity at each segment time
24 Else
25 ne_0(i) = (ne_0_seg(m+1)-ne_0_seg(m))/(ne(m+1)-ne(m)) * (t_exp(i)-ne(m)) + ne_0_seg(m)
26 ne_5(i) = (ne_5_seg(m+1)-ne_5_seg(m))/(ne(m+1)-ne(m)) * (t_exp(i)-ne(m)) + ne_5_seg(m)
27 ne_9(i) = (ne_9_seg(m+1)-ne_9_seg(m))/(ne(m+1)-ne(m)) * (t_exp(i)-ne(m)) + ne_9_seg(m)





32 ! ION TEMPERATURE Ti_0, Ti_9, nu_Ti
33 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34 Do m=1,array_size7
35 If (Ti(m+1).gt.t_exp(i)) Exit
36 End Do
37 If (Ti(m).eq.t_exp(i)) Then
38 Ti_0(i) = Ti_0_seg(m)
39 Ti_5(i) = Ti_5_seg(m)
40 Ti_9(i) = Ti_9_seg(m)
41 nu_Ti(i) = log((Ti_5(i)-Ti_9(i))/(Ti_0(i)-Ti_9(i)))/log(1-(a_minor(i)/(2.0*(a_minor(i) - 
delta_ITB_Ti)))**2.0)
42 !Calculate averaged quantity at each segment time
43 Else
44 Ti_0(i) = (Ti_0_seg(m+1)-Ti_0_seg(m))/(Ti(m+1)-Ti(m)) * (t_exp(i)-Ti(m)) + Ti_0_seg(m)
45 Ti_5(i) = (Ti_5_seg(m+1)-Ti_5_seg(m))/(Ti(m+1)-Ti(m)) * (t_exp(i)-Ti(m)) + Ti_5_seg(m)
46 Ti_9(i) = (Ti_9_seg(m+1)-Ti_9_seg(m))/(Ti(m+1)-Ti(m)) * (t_exp(i)-Ti(m)) + Ti_9_seg(m)





51 ! ELECTRON TEMPERATURE Te_0, Te_9, nu_Te
52 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
53 Do m=1,array_size7
54 If (Te(m+1).gt.t_exp(i)) Exit
55 End Do
56 If (Te(m).eq.t_exp(i)) Then
57 Te_0(i) = Te_0_seg(m)
58 Te_5(i) = Te_5_seg(m)
59 Te_9(i) = Te_9_seg(m)
60 nu_Te(i) = log((Te_5(i)-Te_9(i))/(Te_0(i)-Te_9(i)))/log(1-(a_minor(i)/(2.0*(a_minor(i) - 
delta_ITB_Te)))**2.0)
61 !Calculate averaged quantity at each segment time
62 Else
63 Te_0(i) = (Te_0_seg(m+1)-Te_0_seg(m))/(Te(m+1)-Te(m)) * (t_exp(i)-Te(m)) + Te_0_seg(m)
64 Te_5(i) = (Te_5_seg(m+1)-Te_5_seg(m))/(Te(m+1)-Te(m)) * (t_exp(i)-Te(m)) + Te_5_seg(m)
67
65 Te_9(i) = (Te_9_seg(m+1)-Te_9_seg(m))/(Te(m+1)-Te(m)) * (t_exp(i)-Te(m)) + Te_9_seg(m)











76 delta_ITB_ne = 0.1*a_minor(i)
77 delta_ITB_Ti = 0.1*a_minor(i)
78 delta_ITB_Te = 0.1*a_minor(i)
79 delta_r = a_minor(i)/(rad_pts-1)
80  
81 !SYNTHESIZE RADIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
82 Do j = 1,rad_pts
83 !GENERAL
84 rval(j) = (j-1)*delta_r
85 diff_vol(j) = 2.0*elong_a(i)*pi**2.0*R0(i)*((j*delta_r)**2.0 - ((j-1)*delta_r)**2.0)
86 diff_vol_frac(j) = diff_vol(j)/(2.0*elong_a(i)*pi**2.0*a_minor(i)**2.0*R0(i))
87 !DENSITY
88  
89 If (rval(j).lt.(a_minor(i)-delta_ITB_ne)) Then
90 ne_rad(j) = ((ne_0(i) - ne_9(i)) * (1.0 - rval(j)**2.0/(a_minor(i) - 
delta_ITB_ne)**2)**nu_ne(i) + ne_9(i))
91 nz3_rad(j) = ne_rad(j) / (35.0)
92 ni_rad(j) = ne_rad(j) - 6.0*nz3_rad(j) 
93 Else
94 ne_rad(j) = ne_9(i) *(a_minor(i) - rval(j)) / delta_ITB_ne
95 nz3_rad(j) = ne_rad(j) / (35.0)
96 ni_rad(j) = ne_rad(j) - 6.0*nz3_rad(j) 
97 End If
98  
99 !If (t_exp(i).ge.2000.and.mod(i,10000).eq.0) Print *,'ne2',t_exp(i),ne_0(i),ne_9
(i),j,ne_rad(j)
100  
101 ne_width(j)  = delta_r * ne_rad(j)
102 ni_width(j)  = delta_r * ni_rad(j)
103 nz3_width(j)  = delta_r * nz3_rad(j)
104 vol_width(j) = delta_r * diff_vol(j)
105 ne_V_width(j) = delta_r * ne_rad(j) * diff_vol(j)
106 ni_V_width(j) = delta_r * ni_rad(j) * diff_vol(j)
107 nz3_V_width(j) = delta_r * nz3_rad(j) * diff_vol(j)
108 !ION TEMPERATURE
109  
110 If (rval(j).lt.(a_minor(i)-delta_ITB_Ti)) Then
111 Ti_rad(j) = ((Ti_0(i) - Ti_9(i)) * (1.0 - rval(j)**2.0/(a_minor(i) - 
delta_ITB_Ti)**2)**nu_Ti(i) + Ti_9(i))
112 Ti_J_rad(j)   = Ti_rad(j) * e * 1000.0
113 Else
114 Ti_rad(j) = Ti_9(i) *(a_minor(i) - rval(j)) / delta_ITB_Ti
115 Ti_J_rad(j)   = Ti_rad(j) * e * 1000.0
116 End If
117  
118 nTi_V(j) = delta_r * ni_rad(j) * Ti_rad(j) * diff_vol(j)
119 !ELECTRON TEMPERATURE
120 If (rval(j).lt.(a_minor(i)-delta_ITB_Te)) Then
121 Te_rad(j) = ((Te_0(i) - Te_9(i)) * (1.0 - rval(j)**2.0/(a_minor(i) - 
delta_ITB_Te)**2)**nu_Te(i) + Te_9(i))
122 Te_J_rad(j)   = Te_rad(j) * e * 1000.0
123 Else
124 Te_rad(j) = Te_9(i) *(a_minor(i) - rval(j)) / delta_ITB_Te
125 Te_J_rad(j)   = Te_rad(j) * e * 1000.0
126 End If
127  
128 nTe_V(j) = delta_r * ne_rad(j) * Te_rad(j) * diff_vol(j)
129 !COLLISIONAL ENERGY TRANSFER
68
130 coul_log_rad(j) = log(12.0*pi*sqrt((8.854*Ti_rad(j)/1.6021)**3.0*1.0E11/ni_rad(j)))
131 Q_ie_rad(j) = (ne_rad(j)*ni_rad(j))*(1.6021**4.0)*(m_e_kg_reduced/
m_D_kg_reduced)*coul_log_rad(j)*(Te_J_rad(j)-Ti_J_rad(j)) / &
132 (((2*pi)**(1.5))*(8.854**2.0)*sqrt(m_e_kg)*((Te_J_rad(j))**1.5)) * 
1E-14 / 1E6
133 Q_ie_rad_vol(j) = Q_ie_rad(j) * diff_vol(j)
134 End Do
135  
136 Q_ie_rad(rad_pts) = 0 !was getting an NaN at rho=1 for Q_ie_rad. It's zero because the 
temperatures are the same. Forcing to zero.
137 Q_ie_rad_vol(rad_pts) = 0 !was getting an NaN at rho=1 for Q_ie_rad. It's zero because the 
temperatures are the same. Forcing to zero.
138 If (Q_ie_mult.eq.0) THen
139 Q_ie(i) = 0
140 Else
141 Q_ie(i) = Q_ie_mult*sum(Q_ie_rad_vol)/sum(diff_vol)
142 End If
143  
144 !If t_exp is equal to (or just passing) a segment time for ne, Te, or Ti, calculate the 
averaged quantity (Ti_seg, etc.) at that point.
145 !If (t_exp(i).ge.ne(m_ne)) Then
146 ne(i) = SUM(ne_V_width) / SUM(vol_width)
147 ni(i) = SUM(ni_V_width) / SUM(vol_width)
148 nz3(i)  = SUM(nz3_V_width) / SUM(vol_width)
149 ! m_ne = m_ne + 1
150 !End If
151  
152 !If (t_exp(i).ge.Te(m_te)) Then
153 Te_keV(i) = SUM(nTe_V) / SUM(ne_V_width)
154 ! m_te = m_te + 1
155 !End If
156  
157 !If (t_exp(i).ge.Ti(m_ti)) Then
158 Ti_keV(i) = SUM(nTi_V) / SUM(ni_V_width)
159 ! m_ti = m_ti + 1
160 ! !Do j = 1,rad_pts
161 ! ! Print *,i,t_Exp(i),nTi_V(j),ni_V_width(j),ni_rad(j),Ti_rad(j),diff_vol(j),ne
(i)
162 ! !End Do
163 !End If
164  
165 !If (t_exp(i).ge.end_time) Exit
166 !End Do
167  
168 Te_MJ(i) = Te_keV(i)*e/1000
169 Ti_MJ(i) = Ti_keV(i)*e/1000
170  
171 Te_J(i) = Te_MJ(i) * 1.0E6
172 Ti_J(i) = Ti_MJ(i) * 1.0E6
173  
174 ni_19(i) = ni(i)*1E19
175  
176 nz1_19(i) = nz1(i)*1E19 
177 nz1_19(i) = nz2(i)*1E19
178 nz1_19(i) = nz3(i)*1E19
179 nz1_19(i) = nz4(i)*1E19
180 nz1_19(i) = nz5(i)*1E19
181 nz1_19(i) = nz6(i)*1E19
182 nz1_19(i) = nz7(i)*1E19
183 nz1_19(i) = nz8(i)*1E19
184 nz1_19(i) = nz9(i)*1E19
185 nz1_19(i) = nz10(i)*1E19
186  
187 ne_19(i) = ne(i)*1E19
188  








196 Open (unit = 8, File = rad_outfile)
197 Write (8,*) 'i delta_r rval ne_rad nz3_rad ni_rad Te_rad Ti_rad diff_vol vol_tot coul_log_rad 
Q_ie_rad chrd_wt'
198 Do j=1,rad_pts
199 Write (8,*) i, delta_r, rval(j), ne_rad(j), nz3_rad(j), ni_rad(j), Te_rad(j), Ti_rad(j), 











6 ! ne, Te, and Ti timeseries data can each be constructed in one of two ways.
7 !   1) Calculated the difference between the averaged quantity and the initial value of either 
DENSV2 or TSTE_TAN
8 !      and hold that difference constant throughout the shot.
9 !   2) Construct a time profile of x_9, x_5, and x_0 and calculate a volume, density, averaged 
quantity from those
10 !      time profiles at each time step. This is definitely the most accurate way of doing it, but 
also the most
11 !      time intensive because until I know how to automatically process radial data from D3D, I 
have to grab about





17 !Set up radial geometry
18 vol_tot_flat = 0
19 delta_ITB_ne = 0.1*a_minor(i)
20 delta_ITB_Te = 0.1*a_minor(i)
21 delta_ITB_Ti = 0.1*a_minor(i)
22 Do j = 1,rad_pts
23 delta_r = a_minor(i)/(rad_pts-1)
24 rval(j) = (j-1)*delta_r
25 diff_vol(j) = 2.0*elong_a(i)*pi**2.0*R0(i)*((j*delta_r)**2.0 - ((j-1)*delta_r)**2.0)
26 diff_vol(j) = sqrt(diff_vol(j))
27 vol_tot_flat = vol_tot + diff_vol(j)
28 !diff_vol_frac(j) = diff_vol(j)/(2.0*elong_a(i)*pi**2.0*a_minor(i)**2.0*R0(i))
29 End Do
30  
31 Do j = 1,rad_pts
32 diff_vol_frac(j) = diff_vol(j)/vol_tot_flat
33 End Do
34  
35 If (i.ge.2.and.h_reuse.eq.0) Then
36 nu_ne(i) = nu_ne(i-1)
37 nu_Te(i) = nu_ne(i-1)
38 nu_Ti(i) = nu_ne(i-1)
39 End If
40  
41 !Calculate ne_0 and ne_9. Hold nu_ne constant so ne_5 not necessary
42 A1_ne = 0
43 A2_ne = 0
44 A3_ne = 0
45 Do j=1,rad_pts-1
46 If (rval(j).lt.(a_minor(i)-delta_ITB_ne)) Then
47 A1_ne = A1_ne + diff_vol(j)*((gas_ne_C1*gasa_cal(i)+gas_ne_C2)*(1.0-(rval(j)/
(a_minor(i)-delta_ITB_ne))**2.0)**nu_ne(i) + 1.0)
48 !A1_ne = A1_ne + diff_vol(j)*(((ne_0-ne_9)/ne_9)*(1.0-(rval(j)/(a_minor(i)-
delta_ITB_ne))**2.0)**nu_ne + 1.0)
49 Else
50 A2_ne = A2_ne + diff_vol(j)*(a_minor(i)-rval(j))/(delta_ITB_ne)
51 End If
52 A3_ne = A3_ne + diff_vol(j)
53 End Do
54 ne_9(i) = ne(i)*A3_ne/(A1_ne+A2_ne)
55 ne_0(i) = ne_9(i)*(gas_ne_C1*gasa_cal(i)+gas_ne_C2+1.0)
56 !Time profiles of radial density information
57 Do j = 1,rad_pts
58 If (rval(j).lt.(a_minor(i)-delta_ITB_ne)) Then
59 ne_rad(j) = (ne_0(i) - ne_9(i)) * (1.0 - rval(j)**2.0/(a_minor(i) - 
delta_ITB_ne)**2)**nu_ne(i) + ne_9(i)
60 nz3_rad(j) = ne_rad(j) / (35.0)
61 ni_rad(j) = ne_rad(j) - 6.0*nz3_rad(j) 
62 Else
63 ne_rad(j) = ne_9(i) *(a_minor(i) - rval(j)) / delta_ITB_ne
71
64 nz3_rad(j) = ne_rad(j) / (35.0)
65 ni_rad(j) = ne_rad(j) - 6.0*nz3_rad(j) 
66 End If
67 End Do
68 If (1.eq.0) Then
69 Print *,''
70 Print *,'i j ne_rad(j) ne_0(i) ne_9(i) rval(j) a_minor(i) delta_ITB_ne nu_ne(i)'
71 Do j = 1,rad_pts
72 Print *,i, j ,ne_rad(j),ne_0(i),ne_9(i),rval(j),a_minor(i),delta_ITB_ne,nu_ne(i),








80 ! ION TEMPERATURE
81 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
82 !Time profiles of Ti_0 and Ti_9. Hold nu_Ti constant so Ti_5 not necessary
83 A1_Ti = 0
84 A2_Ti = 0
85 A3_Ti = 0
86 Do j=1,rad_pts-1
87 If (rval(j).lt.(a_minor(i)-delta_ITB_Ti)) Then
88 A1_Ti = A1_Ti + ni_rad(j)*diff_vol(j)*((gas_Ti_C1*gasa_cal(i)+gas_Ti_C2)*(1.0-(rval
(j)/(a_minor(i)-delta_ITB_Ti))**2.0)**nu_Ti(i) + 1.0)
89 !A1_Ti = A1_Ti + diff_vol(j)*(((Ti_0-Ti_9)/Ti_9)*(1.0-(rval(j)/(a_minor(i)-
delta_ITB_Ti))**2.0)**nu_Ti + 1.0)
90 Else
91 A2_Ti = A2_Ti + ni_rad(j)*diff_vol(j)*(a_minor(i)-rval(j))/(delta_ITB_Ti)
92 End If
93 A3_Ti = A3_Ti + ni_rad(j)*diff_vol(j)
94 End Do
95 Ti_9(i) = Ti_kev(i)*A3_Ti/(A1_Ti+A2_Ti)
96 Ti_0(i) = Ti_9(i)*(gas_Ti_C1*gasa_cal(i)+gas_Ti_C2+1.0)
97  
98  
99 !Time profiles of radial Ion Temperature information. This is done whether Ti_seg_mode = 0 or 1
100 Do j = 1,rad_pts
101 If (rval(j).lt.(a_minor(i)-delta_ITB_Ti)) Then
102 Ti_rad(j) = ((Ti_0(i) - Ti_9(i)) * (1.0 - rval(j)**2.0/(a_minor(i) - 
delta_ITB_Ti)**2)**nu_Ti(i) + Ti_9(i))
103 Ti_J_rad(j)   = Ti_rad(j) * e * 1000.0
104 Else
105 Ti_rad(j) = Ti_9(i) *(a_minor(i) - rval(j)) / delta_ITB_Ti





111 ! ELECTRON TEMPERATURE
112 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
113  
114 !Time profiles of Te_0 and Te_9. Hold nu_Te constant so Te_5 not necessary
115 A1_Te = 0
116 A2_Te = 0
117 A3_Te = 0
118 Do j=1,rad_pts-1
119 If (rval(j).lt.(a_minor(i)-delta_ITB_Te)) Then
120 A1_Te = A1_Te + diff_vol(j)*((gas_Te_C1*gasa_cal(i)+gas_Te_C2)*(1.0-(rval(j)/
(a_minor(i)-delta_ITB_Te))**2.0)**nu_Te(i) + 1.0)
121 !A1_Te = A1_Te + diff_vol(j)*(((Te_0-Te_9)/Te_9)*(1.0-(rval(j)/(a_minor(i)-
delta_ITB_Te))**2.0)**nu_Te + 1.0)
122 Else
123 A2_Te = A2_Te + diff_vol(j)*(a_minor(i)-rval(j))/(delta_ITB_Te)
124 End If
125 A3_Te = A3_Te + diff_vol(j)
126 End Do
127 Te_9(i) = Te_keV(i)*A3_Te/(A1_Te+A2_Te)
72
128 Te_0(i) = Te_9(i)*(gas_Te_C1*gasa_cal(i)+gas_Te_C2+1.0)
129  
130 !Time profiles of radial electron temperature information.
131 Do j = 1,rad_pts
132 If (rval(j).lt.(a_minor(i)-delta_ITB_Te)) Then
133 Te_rad(j) = ((Te_0(i) - Te_9(i)) * (1.0 - rval(j)**2.0/(a_minor(i) - 
delta_ITB_Te)**2)**nu_Te(i) + Te_9(i))
134 Te_J_rad(j)   = Te_rad(j) * e * 1000.0
135 Else
136 Te_rad(j) = Te_9(i) *(a_minor(i) - rval(j)) / delta_ITB_Te





142 ! Q_ie calculation
143 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
144  
145 Do j = 1,rad_pts
146 coul_log_rad(j) = log(12.0*pi*sqrt((8.854*Ti_rad(j)/1.6021)**3.0*1.0E11/ni_rad(j)))
147 Q_ie_rad(j) = (ne_rad(j)*ni_rad(j))*(1.6021**4.0)*(m_e_kg_reduced/
m_D_kg_reduced)*coul_log_rad(j)*(Te_J_rad(j)-Ti_J_rad(j)) / (((2*pi)**(1.5))*(8.854**2.0)*sqrt
(m_e_kg)*((Te_J_rad(j))**1.5)) * 1E-14 / 1E6
148 Q_ie_rad_vol(j) = Q_ie_rad(j) * diff_vol(j)
149 End Do
150 Q_ie_rad_vol(rad_pts) = 0 !was getting an NaN at rho=1 for Q_ie_rad. It's zero because the 
temperatures are the same. Forcing to zero.
151  
152 !DENSV2_CALC(i) = dot_product(ne_rad,chrd_wt)
153 If (Q_ie_mult.eq.0) THen
154 Q_ie(i) = 0
155 Else
156 Q_ie(i) = Q_ie_mult*sum(Q_ie_rad_vol)/sum(diff_vol)
157 End If
158  









4 RMP_status = 0
5  
6 Open (unit = 10,FILE = outfile8)
7 If (sim_mode.eq.4) Then
8 Write (10,*) 't_exp H_i_energy H_e_energy H_i_part ni_19 ne_19 nz1_19 nz2_19 nz3_19 nz4_19 




12 !Find i for when to start delayed source from recycling
13 !Do i=1,array_size1
14 ! If(t_sim(i).ge.0.050) Then
15 ! delay_si1 = i
16 ! Exit
17 ! End If
18 !End Do
19 !Do i=1,array_size1
20 ! If(t_sim(i).ge.0.075) Then
21 ! delay_si2 = i
22 ! Exit
23 ! End If
24 !End Do
25 !Do i=1,array_size1
26 ! If(t_sim(i).ge.0.100) Then
27 ! delay_si3 = i
28 ! Exit
29 ! End If
30 !End Do
31 !Do i=1,array_size1
32 ! If(t_sim(i).ge.0.125) Then
33 ! delay_si4 = i
34 ! Exit
35 ! End If
36 !End Do
37 !Do i=1,array_size1
38 ! If(t_sim(i).ge.0.150) Then
39 ! delay_si5 = i
40 ! Exit
41 ! End If
42 !End Do
43 !Do i=1,array_size1
44 ! If(t_sim(i).ge.0.175) Then
45 ! delay_si6 = i
46 ! Exit
47 ! End If
48 !End Do
49 !Do i=1,array_size1
50 ! If(t_sim(i).ge.0.200) Then
51 ! delay_si7 = i
52 ! Exit
53 ! End If
54 !End Do
55 !Do i=1,array_size1
56 ! If(t_sim(i).ge.0.225) Then
57 ! delay_si8 = i
58 ! Exit
59 ! End If
60 !End Do
61 !Do i=1,array_size1
62 ! If(t_sim(i).ge.0.250) Then
63 ! delay_si9 = i
64 ! Exit
65 ! End If
66 !End Do
67 !Do i=1,array_size1
68 ! If(t_sim(i).ge.0.275) Then
69 ! delay_si10 = i
74
70 ! Exit
71 ! End If
72 !End Do
73  
74 h_update_count = 0.0
75  
76 !START MAIN DO LOOP FOR SHOT
77 fi_count = 0
78 i=1
79 ni_h_update_count = 0
80  
81 Do
82 !CALCULATE ION AND ELECTRON ENERGY DEPOSITION RATIOS
83 !Calculate ion and electron energy deposition ratios




88 ! fi_count = fi_count + 1
89 !Else
90 ! nbi_e_frac(i) = nbi_e_frac(i-1)
91 ! nbi_i_frac(i) = nbi_i_frac(i-1)
92 !End If
93  
94 !CALCULATE FUSION REACTIVITY
95 t_mode = 1 !tritium mode
96 If(t_mode.eq.1) Then !t_mode=1 --> D-D plasma
97 C1 = 5.65718E-12
98 C2 = 3.41267E-3
99 C3 = 1.99167E-3
100 C4 = 0
101 C5 = 1.05060E-5
102 C6 = 0
103 C7 = 0
104 B_g = 31.3970
105 m_bh = 937814
106 Else If(t_mode.eq.2) Then !t_mode=2 --> 50/50 D-T plasma
107 C1 = 1.17302E-9
108 C2 = 1.51361E-2
109 C3 = 7.51886E-2
110 C4 = 4.60643E-3
111 C5 = 1.35000E-2
112 C6 = -1.06750E-4
113 C7 = 1.366E-5
114 B_g = 34.3827
115 m_bh = 1124656
116 End If
117  
118 theta_bh = Ti_keV(i)/(1-(Ti_keV(i)*(C2+Ti_keV(i)*(C4+Ti_keV(i)*C6)))/(1+Ti_keV(i)*(C3+Ti_keV
(i)*(C5+Ti_keV(i)*C7))))
119 squiggle_bh = ((B_g**2.0)/(4.0*theta_bh))**(1.0/3.0)
120 sig_v(i) = C1*theta_bh*sqrt(squiggle_bh/(m_bh*Ti_kev(i)**3))*exp(-3.0*squiggle_bh) ! in cm3/
s
121 sig_v(i) = sig_v(i) * 1E-6 ! in m3/s
122  
123 !coul_log(i) = log(12.0*pi*sqrt((8.854*Ti_keV(i)/1.6021)**3.0*1.0E11/ni(i)))
124
125 !GENERATE NEW RADIAL QUANTITIES AND CALCULATE Q_ie IF IN MODE 1
126 If (sim_mode.eq.1.and.Q_ie_mult.ne.0) Call radial
127  
128 !CALCULATE ITER-98 CONFINEMENT TIME
129 tau_e(i) = 0.0562 * &
130 IP(i)**0.93 * &
131 BT0_ABS(i)**0.15 * &
132 (ne(i)/10)**0.41 * &
133 m_d**0.19 * &
134 R0(i)**1.97 * &
135 ELONG_A(i)**0.78 * &




139 !CALCULATE POWER LOSS FROM RADIATION
140 PR_IMP1(i)  = (1.0 + 0.3*Te_keV(i)) * 10.0**(-43.0) * ne_19(i) * nz1_19(i) * z(1)**(3.7 - 
0.33 * log(Te_keV(i)))
141 PR_IMP2(i)  = (1.0 + 0.3*Te_keV(i)) * 10.0**(-43.0) * ne_19(i) * nz2_19(i) * z(2)**(3.7 - 
0.33 * log(Te_keV(i)))
142 PR_IMP3(i)  = (1.0 + 0.3*Te_keV(i)) * 10.0**(-43.0) * ne_19(i) * nz3_19(i) * z(3)**(3.7 - 
0.33 * log(Te_keV(i)))
143 PR_IMP4(i)  = (1.0 + 0.3*Te_keV(i)) * 10.0**(-43.0) * ne_19(i) * nz4_19(i) * z(4)**(3.7 - 
0.33 * log(Te_keV(i)))
144 PR_IMP5(i)  = (1.0 + 0.3*Te_keV(i)) * 10.0**(-43.0) * ne_19(i) * nz5_19(i) * z(5)**(3.7 - 
0.33 * log(Te_keV(i)))
145 PR_IMP6(i)  = (1.0 + 0.3*Te_keV(i)) * 10.0**(-43.0) * ne_19(i) * nz6_19(i) * z(6)**(3.7 - 
0.33 * log(Te_keV(i)))
146 PR_IMP7(i)  = (1.0 + 0.3*Te_keV(i)) * 10.0**(-43.0) * ne_19(i) * nz7_19(i) * z(7)**(3.7 - 
0.33 * log(Te_keV(i)))
147 PR_IMP8(i)  = (1.0 + 0.3*Te_keV(i)) * 10.0**(-43.0) * ne_19(i) * nz8_19(i) * z(8)**(3.7 - 
0.33 * log(Te_keV(i)))
148 PR_IMP9(i)  = (1.0 + 0.3*Te_keV(i)) * 10.0**(-43.0) * ne_19(i) * nz9_19(i) * z(9)**(3.7 - 
0.33 * log(Te_keV(i)))
149 PR_IMP10(i) = (1.0 + 0.3*Te_keV(i)) * 10.0**(-43.0) * ne_19(i) * nz10_19(i) * z(10)**(3.7 - 
0.33 * log(Te_keV(i)))
150  
151 PR_IMP_TOT(i) = PR_IMP1(i)+PR_IMP2(i)+PR_IMP3(i)+PR_IMP4(i)+PR_IMP5(i)+PR_IMP6(i)+PR_IMP7(i)
+PR_IMP8(i)+PR_IMP9(i)+PR_IMP10(i) !units of MW/m3
152 PR_BREM(i) = 1.7*10**(-38.0) * Z_eff(i) * ni(i) * ne(i) * sqrt(Te_keV(i)) / (10.0**6.0) !
units of MW/m3
153 PRAD(i) = PR_IMP_TOT(i) + PR_BREM(i)
154  
155 ! Calculate delayed source from recycling. I'm using 10 delayed groups because using only 
one group was a little too choppy
156 ! in the time trace of the calculated particle confinement time.
157 ! If (del_source.eq.1) Then
158 ! recycle_factor = 0.75  !What percentage of particles that leave the plasma 
ultimately that are not reflected that ultimately come back.
159  
160 ! If (i.ge.delay_si1) Then
161 ! S_i_del_vol1(i) = 0.1*recycle_factor*(1.0-S_ref_factor)*(ni_19(i-delay_si1
+1)/(H_i_part(i-delay_si1+1)*tau_e(i-delay_si1+1)))
162 ! Else
163 ! S_i_del_vol1(i) = 0
164 ! End If
165 ! If (i.ge.delay_si2) Then
166 ! S_i_del_vol2(i) = 0.1*recycle_factor*(1.0-S_ref_factor)*(ni_19(i-delay_si2
+1)/(H_i_part(i-delay_si2+1)*tau_e(i-delay_si2+1)))
167 ! Else
168 ! S_i_del_vol2(i) = 0
169 ! End If
170 ! If (i.ge.delay_si3) Then
171 ! S_i_del_vol3(i) = 0.1*recycle_factor*(1.0-S_ref_factor)*(ni_19(i-delay_si3
+1)/(H_i_part(i-delay_si3+1)*tau_e(i-delay_si3+1)))
172 ! Else
173 ! S_i_del_vol3(i) = 0
174 ! End If
175 ! If (i.ge.delay_si4) Then
176 ! S_i_del_vol4(i) = 0.1*recycle_factor*(1.0-S_ref_factor)*(ni_19(i-delay_si4
+1)/(H_i_part(i-delay_si4+1)*tau_e(i-delay_si4+1)))
177 ! Else
178 ! S_i_del_vol4(i) = 0
179 ! End If
180 ! If (i.ge.delay_si5) Then
181 ! S_i_del_vol5(i) = 0.1*recycle_factor*(1.0-S_ref_factor)*(ni_19(i-delay_si5
+1)/(H_i_part(i-delay_si5+1)*tau_e(i-delay_si5+1)))
182 ! Else
183 ! S_i_del_vol5(i) = 0
184 ! End If
185 ! If (i.ge.delay_si6) Then
186 ! S_i_del_vol6(i) = 0
187 ! End If
188 ! If (i.ge.delay_si7) Then
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189 ! S_i_del_vol7(i) = 0.1*recycle_factor*(1.0-S_ref_factor)*(ni_19(i-delay_si7
+1)/(H_i_part(i-delay_si7+1)*tau_e(i-delay_si7+1)))
190 ! Else
191 ! S_i_del_vol7(i) = 0
192 ! End If
193 ! If (i.ge.delay_si8) Then
194 ! S_i_del_vol8(i) = 0.1*recycle_factor*(1.0-S_ref_factor)*(ni_19(i-delay_si8
+1)/(H_i_part(i-delay_si8+1)*tau_e(i-delay_si8+1)))
195 ! Else
196 ! S_i_del_vol8(i) = 0
197 ! End If
198 ! If (i.ge.delay_si9) Then
199 ! S_i_del_vol9(i) = 0.1*recycle_factor*(1.0-S_ref_factor)*(ni_19(i-delay_si9
+1)/(H_i_part(i-delay_si9+1)*tau_e(i-delay_si9+1)))
200 ! Else
201 ! S_i_del_vol9(i) = 0
202 ! End If
203 ! If (i.ge.delay_si10) Then
204 ! S_i_del_vol10(i) = 0.1*recycle_factor*(1.0-S_ref_factor)*(ni_19(i-delay_si10
+1)/(H_i_part(i-delay_si10+1)*tau_e(i-delay_si10+1)))
205 ! Else
206 ! S_i_del_vol10(i) = 0
207 ! End If
208 !
209 ! S_i_del_vol_tot(i) = S_i_del_vol1(i) + S_i_del_vol2(i) + S_i_del_vol3(i) + 
S_i_del_vol4(i) + S_i_del_vol5(i) + &
210 ! S_i_del_vol6(i) + S_i_del_vol7(i) + S_i_del_vol8(i) + 
S_i_del_vol9(i) + S_i_del_vol10(i)
211 !
212 ! If (S_i_del_vol_tot(i).le.1.5E20) S_i_del_vol_tot(i) = 1.5E20
213 !
214 ! Else if (del_source.eq.0) Then
215 ! S_i_del_vol_tot(i) = 0
216 ! !S_i_del_vol_tot(i) = 1.0E20
217 ! End If
218  
219 !DETERMINE THE RMP STATUS FOR EACH TIME STEP







227 !Particle and Power balances
228 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
229  
230 !If (i.le.20) Then
231 ! Print *, PNBI(i)/volume(i), Paux_e(i)/volume(i), ECH_time_on(i), Paux_i(i)/
volume(i), &
232 ! ICH_time_on(i), q95_raw(i), IP(i)/xsec_area(i), BT0_abs(i), B_dir
(i), &
233 ! S_i_gas(i)/volume(i), tritop_raw(i), tribot_raw(i), nbi_i_frac(i), 
Ti_kev(i)/Te_kev(i), &
234 ! nu_Ti(i), nu_Te(i), nu_ne(i)
235  
236 If (sim_mode.eq.1) Then
237  
238 !CALCULATE H-FACTORS
239 If (h_reuse.eq.0) Then
240 If (t_sim(i).ge.ni_h_update_count*1000) Then
241 ni_h_update = ni(i)
242 ni_h_update_count = ni_h_update_count + 1
243 End If
244  
245 !pauxeon = 0
246 !pauxion = 0
247 !counterfracon = 0
248 !shortfracall = 1
249 !gason = 0
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250  
251 !if (Paux_e_vol(i).gt.0) pauxeon = 1
252 !if (Paux_i_vol(i).gt.0) pauxion = 1
253 !if (nbi_counter_frac(i).gt.0) counterfracon = 1
254 !if (nbi_short_frac(i).lt.1) shortfracall = 0
255 !if (S_i_gas(i)/volume(i).ge.5.0E17) gason = 1
256  
257 H_i_energy(i) = Hei1 * 1.0 + &
258 Hei2 * PNBI(i)/volume(i) + &
259 Hei3 * nbi_counter_frac(i) + &
260 Hei4 * nbi_short_frac(i) + &
261 Hei5 * Paux_e_vol(i) + &
262 Hei6 * Paux_i_vol(i) + &
263 Hei7 * q95_raw(i) + &
264 Hei8 * q0_raw(i) + &
265 Hei9 * IP(i)/xsec_area(i) + &
266 Hei10 * BT0_abs(i) + &
267 Hei11 * S_i_gas(i)/volume(i)*1E-19 + &
268 Hei12 * tri_divert(i) + &
269 Hei13 * tri_nondivert(i) + &
270 Hei14 * ELONG_A(i) + &
271 Hei15 * 0.0 + &
272 Hei16 * 0.0 + &
273 Hei17 * 0.0 + &
274 Hei18 * 0.0 + &
275 Hei19 * 0.0 + &
276 Hei20 * 0.0
277 !H_i_energy(i) = 1.0
278  
279 H_e_energy(i) = Hee1 * 1.0 + &
280 Hee2 * PNBI(i)/volume(i) + &
281 Hee3 * nbi_counter_frac(i) + &
282 Hee4 * nbi_short_frac(i) + &
283 Hee5 * Paux_e_vol(i) + &
284 Hee6 * Paux_i_vol(i) + &
285 Hee7 * q95_raw(i) + &
286 Hee8 * q0_raw(i) + &
287 Hee9 * IP(i)/xsec_area(i) + &
288 Hee10 * BT0_abs(i) + &
289 Hee11 * S_i_gas(i)/volume(i)*1E-19 + &
290 Hee12 * tri_divert(i) + &
291 Hee13 * tri_nondivert(i) + &
292 Hee14 * ELONG_A(i) + &
293 Hee15 * 0.0 + &
294 Hee16 * 0.0 + &
295 Hee17 * 0.0 + &
296 Hee18 * 0.0 + &
297 Hee19 * 0.0 + &
298 Hee20 * 0.0
299 !H_e_energy(i) = 1.0
300  
301 H_i_part(i) = Hpi1 * 1.0 + &
302 Hpi2 * PNBI(i)/volume(i) + &
303 Hpi3 * nbi_counter_frac(i) + &
304 Hpi4 * nbi_short_frac(i) + &
305 Hpi5 * Paux_e_vol(i) + &
306 Hpi6 * Paux_i_vol(i) + &
307 Hpi7 * q95_raw(i) + &
308 Hpi8 * q0_raw(i) + &
309 Hpi9 * IP(i)/xsec_area(i) + &
310 Hpi10 * BT0_abs(i) + &
311 Hpi11 * S_i_gas(i)/volume(i)*1E-19 + &
312 Hpi12 * tri_divert(i) + &
313 Hpi13 * tri_nondivert(i) + &
314 Hpi14 * ELONG_A(i) + &
315 Hpi15 * 0.0 + &
316 Hpi16 * 0.0 + &
317 Hpi17 * 0.0 + &
318 Hpi18 * 0.0 + &
319 Hpi19 * 0.0 + &
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320 Hpi20 * 0.0
321 H_i_part(i) = 1.0
322
323 Else If (h_reuse.eq.1) Then
324 !do nothing. the h and nu values have already been read in in the 
timeseries subroutine.
325 ! We do still have to calculate S_i, which has to be done after the H-





330 !Ion particle balance terms
331 !S_i_del_vol_tot(i) = S_reem_factor*ni_19(i) / ((1.0) * tau_e(i))
332 ! H_i_part = 1 is used for the re-emitted source. Using the regression model 
H_i_part at each time step introduces problems
333 ! and the result is much worse than if H_i_part is left at 1. The reflected source 
is still based on "actual" confinement losses
334 ! leaving the plasma.
335 S_i_rec_vol_tot(i) =  S_rec_factor*ni_19(i) / (H_i_part(i) * tau_e(i))
336 S_i(i) = S_i_ext_vol(i) + S_i_rec_vol_tot(i) !external + recycled
337 fus_loss_i(i) = 0.5*ni_19(i)*sig_v(i)*ni_19(i)
338 conf_p(i) =ni_19(i)/(H_i_part(i)*tau_e(i))
339  
340 !Electron power balance terms
341 P_ohm(i) = POH_vol(i)
342 P_e(i) = Paux_e_vol(i) + (PNBI(i)*nbi_net_frac(i)*nbi_e_frac(i))/volume(i) !ECH + 
beams
343 Pfus_e(i) = 0.25*ni_19(i)*sig_v(i)*ni_19(i)*(U_alpha_DT_MJ*alpha_e_frac)
344 Coll(i) = Q_ie(i)
345 Rad(i) = PRAD(i)
346 conf_e(i) =1.5*ne_19(i)*Te_MJ(i)/(H_e_energy(i)*tau_e(i))
347  
348 !Ion power balance terms
349 P_i(i) = Paux_i_vol(i) + (PNBI(i)*nbi_net_frac(i)*nbi_i_frac(i))/volume(i) !ICH + 
beams





355 i_max = i
356 i=i+1
357  
358 If (ni_sim.eq.1) Then
359 ni_19(i) = ni_19(i-1) + delta_t*(S_i(i-1) - fus_loss_i(i-1) - conf_p(i-1))
360  
361 nz1_19(i) = nz1_19(i-1)
362 nz2_19(i) = nz2_19(i-1)
363 nz3_19(i) = nz3_19(i-1)
364 nz4_19(i) = nz4_19(i-1)
365 nz5_19(i) = nz5_19(i-1)
366 nz6_19(i) = nz6_19(i-1)
367 nz7_19(i) = nz7_19(i-1)
368 nz8_19(i) = nz8_19(i-1)
369 nz9_19(i) = nz9_19(i-1)
370 nz10_19(i) = nz10_19(i-1)
371  
372 ne_19(i) = ni_19(i) + nz1_19(i)*z(1) + nz2_19(i)*z(2) + nz3_19(i)*z(3) + 
nz4_19(i)*z(4) + nz5_19(i)*z(5) + &





377 If (Te_sim.eq.1) Then
378 Te_MJ(i) = Te_MJ(i-1) + delta_t/ne_19(i-1)*(2.0/3.0*(P_ohm(i-1) + P_e(i-1) 




381 If (Ti_sim.eq.1) Then
382 Ti_MJ(i) = Ti_MJ(i-1) + delta_t/ni_19(i-1)*(2.0/3.0*(             P_i(i-1) 
+ Pfus_i(i-1) + Coll(i-1)            - conf_i(i-1))-Ti_MJ(i-1)*ni_19_td(i-1))
383 End If




388 !Ion particle balance terms
389 !S_i_del_vol_tot(i) = S_reem_factor*ni_19(i)/(H_i_part(i)*tau_e(i))
390 S_i_rec_vol_tot(i) = S_rec_factor*ni_19(i)/(H_i_part(i)*tau_e(i))
391 S_i(i) = S_i_ext_vol(i) + S_i_rec_vol_tot(i) !external + recycled
392 fus_loss_i(i) = 0.5*ni_19(i)*sig_v(i)*ni_19(i)
393 conf_p(i) =ni_19(i)/(H_i_part(i)*tau_e(i))
394  
395 !Electron power balance terms
396 P_ohm(i) = POH_vol(i)
397 P_e(i) = Paux_e_vol(i) + (PNBI(i)*nbi_net_frac(i)*nbi_e_frac(i))/volume(i) !ECH + 
beams
398 Pfus_e(i) = 0.25*ni_19(i)*sig_v(i)*ni_19(i)*(U_alpha_DT_MJ*alpha_e_frac)
399 Coll(i) = Q_ie(i)
400 Rad(i) = PRAD(i)
401 conf_e(i) =1.5*ne_19(i)*Te_MJ(i)/(H_e_energy(i)*tau_e(i))
402  
403 !Ion power balance terms
404 P_i(i) = Paux_i_vol(i) + (PNBI(i)*nbi_net_frac(i)*nbi_i_frac(i))/volume(i) !ICH + 
beams





410 If (H_i_part_1.eq.1) Then
411 H_i_part(i) = 1.0
412 Else
413 H_i_part(i) = Hpi1 * 1.0 + &
414 Hpi2 * PNBI(i)/volume(i) + &
415 Hpi3 * nbi_counter_frac(i) + &
416 Hpi4 * nbi_short_frac(i) + &
417 Hpi5 * Paux_e_vol(i) + &
418 Hpi6 * Paux_i_vol(i) + &
419 Hpi7 * q95_raw(i) + &
420 Hpi8 * q0_raw(i) + &
421 Hpi9 * IP(i)/xsec_area(i) + &
422 Hpi10 * BT0_abs(i) + &
423 Hpi11 * S_i_gas(i)/volume(i)*1E-19 + &
424 Hpi12 * tri_divert(i) + &
425 Hpi13 * tri_nondivert(i) + &
426 Hpi14 * ELONG_A(i) + &
427 Hpi15 * 0.0 + &
428 Hpi16 * 0.0 + &
429 Hpi17 * 0.0 + &
430 Hpi18 * 0.0 + &
431 Hpi19 * 0.0 + &
432 Hpi20 * 0.0
433 End If
434  
435 If (S_i_rec_fit.eq.1) Then
436 S_i_rec_vol_tot(i) = ni_19_td(i) - S_i_ext_vol(i) + fus_loss_i(i) + ni_19
(i)/(H_i_part(i)*tau_e(i))
437 Else




441 H_e_part(i) = H_i_part(i)
442 H_e_energy(i) = 1.5*ne_19(i)*Te_MJ(i)/(tau_e(i)*(-1.5*(ne_19(i)*Te_MJ_td(i) + Te_MJ
(i)*ne_19_td(i)) + P_ohm(i) + P_e(i) + Pfus_e(i) - Coll(i) - rad(i)))
443 H_i_energy(i) = 1.5*ni_19(i)*Ti_MJ(i)/(tau_e(i)*(-1.5*(ni_19(i)*Ti_MJ_td(i) + Ti_MJ
(i)*ni_19_td(i))            + P_i(i) + Pfus_i(i) + Coll(i)         ))
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444  
445 If (isnan(H_e_energy(i))) H_e_energy(i) = 0.0
446 If (isnan(H_i_energy(i))) H_i_energy(i) = 0.0
447 If (isnan(H_i_part(i))) H_i_part(i) = 0.0
448






455 ni(i) = ni_19(i)*1E-19
456  
457 nz1(i) = nz1_19(i)*1E-19
458 nz2(i) = nz2_19(i)*1E-19
459 nz3(i) = nz3_19(i)*1E-19
460 nz4(i) = nz4_19(i)*1E-19
461 nz5(i) = nz5_19(i)*1E-19
462 nz6(i) = nz6_19(i)*1E-19
463 nz7(i) = nz7_19(i)*1E-19
464 nz8(i) = nz8_19(i)*1E-19
465 nz9(i) = nz9_19(i)*1E-19
466 nz10(i) = nz10_19(i)*1E-19
467  
468 ne(i) = ne_19(i)*1E-19
469  
470 Te_J(i) = Te_MJ(i) * 1.0E6
471 Te_keV(i) = Te_MJ(i)*1000/e
472  
473 Ti_J(i) = Ti_MJ(i) * 1.0E6
474 Ti_keV(i) = Ti_MJ(i)*1000/e
475  
476 Ti_Te(i) = Ti_keV(i)/Te_kev(i)
477  
478 If (sim_mode.eq.4.and.t_exp(i-1).le.(end_time-0.05)) Then
479 Write (10,*) t_exp(i-1), H_i_energy(i-1), H_e_energy(i-1), H_i_part(i-1), ni_19
(i-1), ne_19(i-1), nz1_19(i-1), nz2_19(i-1), nz3_19(i-1), nz4_19(i-1), nz5_19(i-1), nz6_19(i-1), 




482 actual_end_time = t_exp(i)
483 If(sim_mode.eq.1) Then
484 !If (i.ge.24630) Then
485 If (isnan(ni_19(i)).or.isnan(Te_MJ(i)).or.isnan(Ti_MJ(i))) Then
486 Print *,''
487 Print *,'i = ',i
488 Print *,'t_exp(i) = ',t_exp(i)
489 Print *,'ne(i) = ',ne(i)
490 Print *,'ni(i) = ',ni(i)
491 Print *,'Te_keV(i) = ',Te_keV(i)
492 Print *,'Ti_keV(i) = ',Ti_keV(i)
493 Print *,'diff_ni_t(i-1) = ',diff_ni_t(i-1)
494 Print *,'diff_Ti_t(i-1) = ',diff_Ti_t(i-1)
495 Print *,'diff_Te_t(i-1) = ',diff_Te_t(i-1)
496 Print *,'diff_neTe_t(i-1) = ',diff_neTe_t(i-1)
497 Print *,'diff_niTi_t(i-1) = ',diff_niTi_t(i-1)
498 Print *,'POH_vol(i-1) = ',POH_vol(i-1)
499 Print *,'P_nbi_e_vol(i-1) = ',P_nbi_e_vol(i-1)
500 Print *,'Paux_e_vol(i-1) = ',Paux_e_vol(i-1)
501 Print *,'P_alpha_e(i-1) = ',P_alpha_e(i-1)
502 Print *,'Q_ie(i-1) = ',Q_ie(i-1)
503 Print *,'PRAD(i-1) = ',PRAD(i-1)
504 Print *,'tau_e_energy(i-1) = ',tau_e_energy(i-1)
505 Print *,''
506 Print *,'j ne_rad Te_rad Ti_rad coul_log_rad Q_ie_rad Q_ie_rad_vol'
507  
508 Do j = 1,rad_pts






513 If (isnan(ni_19(i)).or.isnan(Te_MJ(i)).or.isnan(Ti_MJ(i))) Exit !this 




517 If(mod(i,100).eq.0) Print *,'t_exp = ',t_exp(i)
518  
519 !Set output_mode to zero if you're only interested in doing one timestep to get the 
calculated H-factors
520 !This can be useful when looking at shots in equilibrium when you only need the equilibrium 
confinement parameters
521  













7 ! POPULATE TIME ARRAYS
8 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 t_sim(1) = 0
10 t_exp(1) = start_time
11 Do i=2,array_size1
12 t_sim(i) = t_sim(i-1)+delta_t




17 If (file_exists) Then !If quickinput exists, then read that in.
18 Print *,'Synced data file already exists. This will be much faster.'
19 Open (unit = 13, File = outfile1)
20 Do i=1,array_size1
21 If (t_exp(i).gt.end_time) Exit
22 Read (13,*) t_exp(i), (dat_synced(i,k), k=1,array_size6)
23 End Do
24 Close (13)
25 Else !If quickinput does not exist, create it using the smoothed out raw data. If that doesn't 
exist, create it.
26 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27 ! READ IN EXPERIMENTAL TIMESERIES DATA
28 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
29 smooth_window = .025 !+/- each way, 0.025 seconds tends to work well
30  
31 ! Check if smoothed out data file exists
32 inquire (file=datafile_smooth,EXIST=file_exists)
33  
34 ! If smoothed file exists, read in first line to verify smoothing window size. If correct, 
read in data
35 If (file_exists) Then
36 !Verify smoothing window width
37 Open (unit = 20, File = datafile_smooth)
38 Read (20,*) max_pts, smooth_window_check
39 If (smooth_window_check.eq.smooth_window) Then
40 !Read in smoothed data
41 Print *,"smoothed data file exists and has correct smoothing window"
42 Print *,"reading smoothed data"
43 Do i = 1,max_pts




48 Print *,"smoothed data file exists, but has wrong smoothing window"
49 Print *,"smoothing out raw data with specified smooth_window"
50 Call data_smooth
51 Open (unit = 20, File = datafile_smooth)
52 Print *,"reading smoothed data"
53 Read (20,*) max_pts, smooth_window_check
54 Do i = 1,max_pts




59 Print *,"smoothed data file didn't exist"
60 Print *,'smoothing out raw data'
61 Call data_smooth
62  
63 Open (unit = 20, File = datafile_smooth)
64 Print *,"reading smoothed data"
65 Read (20,*) max_pts, smooth_window_check
66 Do i = 1,max_pts







73 ! DATA SYNC - Raw data doesn't line up with timestep in the code. If they line up, use the 
corresponding 
74 !       data value. If they don't, linearly interpolate.
75 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
76 Print *,'syncing data to specified timestep'
77 Do i=1,array_size1
78 If (t_exp(i).gt.end_time) Exit
79 !for each t_exp, find the positions of the dat_times just less than and just 
greater than t_exp
80 loc_prev = maxloc(dat_time,dim=1,mask=dat_time.le.t_exp(i))
81 loc_after = loc_prev+1
82 Do k=1,array_size6
83 If (dat_time(loc_prev(k),k).eq.t_exp(i)) Then !t_exp lines up perfectly 
with a raw data point
84 dat_synced(i,k) = dat(loc_prev(k),k)
85 dat_synced_td(i,k) = (dat(loc_prev(k),k)-dat(loc_prev(k)-1,k))/
(dat_time(loc_prev(k),k)-dat_time(loc_prev(k)-1,k))
86 Else
87 dat_synced_td(i,k) = (dat(loc_after(k),k)-dat(loc_prev(k),k))/
(dat_time(loc_after(k),k)-dat_time(loc_prev(k),k))
88 dat_synced(i,k) = dat(loc_prev(k),k) + dat_synced_td(i,k) * (t_exp
(i)-dat_time(loc_prev(k),k))
89 End If




94 Print *,'Writing synced data output file'
95 Open (unit = 13, File = outfile1)
96 Do i=1,array_size1
97 If (t_exp(i).gt.end_time) Exit









107 If (t_exp(i).gt.end_time) Exit
108  
109 H98(i) = dat_synced(i,1)
110 IP(i) = dat_synced(i,2)*1E-6 !now in MA
111 BT0(i) = dat_synced(i,3)
112  
113 B_dir(i) = BT0(i)/abs(BT0(i)) !either 1 or -1
114  
115 GASA_CAL(i) = dat_synced(i,4)*18.27417
116 PNBI(i) = dat_synced(i,5)*1E-6 !now in MW
117 POH(i) = dat_synced(i,6)*1E-6 !now in MW
118 zmaxis(i) = dat_synced(i,7)
119 nbi1(i) = dat_synced(i,8)*1E-6 !now in MW
120 nbi1e(i) = 75.0 !Filling in nbi*e manually as 80keV for now
121 nbi2(i) = dat_synced(i,9)*1E-6 !now in MW
122 nbi2e(i) = 80.0 !Filling in nbi*e manually as 80keV for now
123 nbi3(i) = dat_synced(i,10)*1E-6 !now in MW
124 nbi3e(i) = 80.0 !Filling in nbi*e manually as 80keV for now
125 nbi4(i) = dat_synced(i,11)*1E-6 !now in MW
126 nbi4e(i) = 80.0 !Filling in nbi*e manually as 80keV for now
127 nbi5(i) = dat_synced(i,12)*1E-6 !now in MW
128 nbi5e(i) = 80.0 !Filling in nbi*e manually as 80keV for now
129 nbi6(i) = dat_synced(i,13)*1E-6 !now in MW
130 nbi6e(i) = 80.0 !Filling in nbi*e manually as 80keV for now
131 nbi7(i) = dat_synced(i,14)*1E-6 !now in MW
132 nbi7e(i) = 80.0 !Filling in nbi*e manually as 80keV for now
84
133 nbi8(i) = dat_synced(i,15)*1E-6 !now in MW
134 nbi8e(i) = 80.0 !Filling in nbi*e manually as 80keV for now
135  
136 nbi_co(i) = nbi1(i) + nbi2(i) + nbi3(i) + nbi4(i) + nbi7(i) + nbi8(i)
137 nbi_counter(i) = nbi5(i) + nbi6(i)
138 nbi_short(i) = nbi1(i) + nbi3(i) + nbi6(i) + nbi7(i)
139 nbi_long(i) =  nbi2(i) + nbi4(i) + nbi5(i) + nbi8(i)
140  
141 nbi_counter_frac(i) = nbi_counter(i)/(nbi_counter(i)+nbi_co(i))
142 nbi_short_frac(i) = nbi_short(i)/(nbi_short(i)+nbi_long(i))
143  
144 densV2(i) = dat_synced(i,16)*1E-19
145 R0(i) = dat_synced(i,17)
146 TSTE_TAN(i) = dat_synced(i,18)
147 BDOTAMPL(i) = dat_synced(i,19)
148 a_minor(i) = dat_synced(i,20)
149 VOLUME(i) = dat_synced(i,21)
150 ELONG_A(i) = dat_synced(i,22)
151 If (dat_synced(i,23).lt.0) Then
152 Paux_e(i) = 0.0
153 Paux_e_vol(i) = 0.0
154 Else
155 Paux_e(i) = dat_synced(i,23)*1E-6 !now in MW
156 Paux_e_vol(i) = dat_synced(i,23)*1E-6/volume(i) !now in MW
157 End If
158 If (dat_synced(i,24).lt.0.or.isnan(dat_synced(i,24))) Then
159 Paux_i(i) = 0.0
160 Paux_i_vol(i) = 0.0
161 Else
162 Paux_i(i) = dat_synced(i,24)*1E-6 !now in MW
163 Paux_i_vol(i) = dat_synced(i,24)*1E-6/volume(i) !now in MW
164 End If
165  
166 taue_raw(i) = dat_synced(i,25)
167 tauth_raw(i) = dat_synced(i,26)
168 taueh98y2_raw(i) = dat_synced(i,27)
169 ptot_raw(i) = dat_synced(i,28)/1E6 !now in MW
170 q95_raw(i) = dat_synced(i,29)
171 li_raw(i) = dat_synced(i,30)
172 tritop_raw(i) = dat_synced(i,31)
173 tribot_raw(i) = dat_synced(i,32)
174 If (up_divertor.eq.1) Then
175 tri_divert(i) = tritop_raw(i)
176 tri_nondivert(i) = tribot_raw(i)
177 Else
178 tri_divert(i) = tribot_raw(i)
179 tri_nondivert(i) = tritop_raw(i)
180 End If
181  
182 q0_raw(i) = dat_synced(i,33)
183  
184 nbi_net_frac(i) = 1.0
185 BT0_abs(i) = abs(BT0(i)) !Absolute value of toroidal magnetic field
186 S_i_nbi(i) = PNBI(i) * 1E3 / (nbi1e(i)*e)
187 S_i_gas(i) = GASA_CAL(i)*avogadro/(R_gas*273.15)/150
188 S_i_ext_vol(i) = (S_i_nbi(i) + S_i_gas(i)) / volume(i) !total volumetric ion source
189 poh_vol(i) = poh(i)/volume(i) !Ohmic power injection density (MW/m3)
190 nbi_tot(i) = (nbi1(i)+nbi2(i)+nbi3(i)+nbi4(i)+nbi5(i)+nbi6(i)+nbi7(i)+nbi8(i))*1E-6 !units 
of MW
191 nbi_vol(i) = nbi_tot(i)/volume(i) !Neutral Beam power injection density (MW/m3)




196 ! ECH_TIME_ON AND ICH_TIME_ON
197 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
198  




202 !Identify ECH start time and turn flag on if ECH > .5 MW
203 If (ech_on_flag .eq. 0 .and. Paux_e(i) .gt. 0.5 ) Then
204 ech_start_time = t_exp(i)
205 ech_on_flag = 1
206 End If
207  
208 !Identify ECH end time and turn flag off if ECH < .5 MW
209 If (ech_on_flag .eq. 1 .and. Paux_e(i) .lt. 0.5 ) Then
210 ech_on_flag = 0
211 End If
212  
213 !Set time since ECH on to zero if ECH is off and calculate time if it is on.
214 If (ech_on_flag .eq. 0) Then
215 ech_time_on(i) = 0.0
216 Else




221 !Identify time when ICH turns on and track time since that event
222 ich_on_flag=0
223 Do i=1,array_size1
224 !Identify ICH start time and turn flag on if ICH > 0.01 MW
225 If (ich_on_flag .eq. 0 .and. Paux_i(i) .gt. 0.01 ) Then
226 ich_start_time = t_exp(i)
227 ich_on_flag = 1
228 End If
229  
230 !Identify ECH end time and turn flag off if ICH < 0.01 MW
231 If (ich_on_flag .eq. 1 .and. Paux_i(i) .lt. 0.01 ) Then
232 ich_on_flag = 0
233 End If
234  
235 !Set time since ECH on to zero if ECH is off and calculate time if it is on.
236 If (ich_on_flag .eq. 0) Then
237 ich_time_on(i) = 0.0
238 Else





244 ! IMPORT STUFF FROM A PREVIOUS MODE 4 RUN
245 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
246  
247 If (sim_mode.eq.1.and.h_reuse.eq.1) Then
248 Open (unit = 10, File = outfile8)
249 Do i=1,array_size1
250 Read (10,*,IOSTAT=io) H_i_energy(i), H_e_energy(i), H_i_part(i), H_e_part(i), 






256 If (sim_mode.eq.1.and.h_reuse.eq.0.and.ni_sim.eq.0) Then
257 Open (unit = 10, File = outfile8)
258 Do i=1,array_size1
259 Read (10,*,IOSTAT=io) dummy, dummy, dummy, dummy, ni_19(i), ne_19(i), nz1_19(i), 
nz2_19(i), nz3_19(i), nz4_19(i), nz5_19(i), nz6_19(i), nz7_19(i),nz8_19(i), nz9_19(i), nz10_19(i), 











4 !General and counting integers
5 integer :: i, i_pre, j, j_last, k, l, m, n, p, w, i_gof, IOstatus, 
RMP_status, i_end_time, fi_count, &
6 array_size1, array_size2, array_size3, array_size4, 
array_size5, array_size6, array_size7, array_size8, array_size9, &
7 j_fi, j_fi_max, i_max, w_max, out_count, filecount, 
av_count, stop_h, start_point_av, &
8 ne_converge_count, Te_converge_count, Ti_converge_count, 
rad_count, exit_flag, &
9 ne_h_flag, Te_h_flag, Ti_h_flag, h_find_count, 
start_point_td, end_point_td, array_size_td, &
10 td_start, td_end, segment_count, av_point_count, 
Ti_seg_mode, Te_seg_mode, ne_seg_mode, nz3_seg_mode, &
11 delay_si1, delay_si2, delay_si3, delay_si4, delay_si5, 
delay_si6, delay_si7, delay_si8, delay_si9, delay_si10, &
12 m_ne, m_ti, m_te,  ech_on_flag, ich_on_flag, gasa_av_count, 
gas_average_time, io, del_source, &
13 raw_output, raw_synced_output, h_reuse, l_q_region, 
event_mode, ni_sim, Ti_sim, Te_sim, ni_h_update_count
14 character(len=11), dimension (:), allocatable :: shotnum
15  
16 !Integers used in D3D_timeseries
17 integer :: max_pts, slope, lwork_td, loc_prev_ne, loc_prev_Te, 
loc_prev_Ti, loc_after_ne, loc_after_Te, loc_after_Ti
18  
19 !Variables read in for program control
20 real :: start_time, end_time, delta_t, &
21 fz_tot, fz_z_tot, &
22 ne_0_old, ne_5_old, ne_9_old, Te_0_old, Te_5_old, Te_9_old, 
Ti_0_old, Ti_5_old, Ti_9_old, &
23 ne_0_start, ne_5_start, ne_9_start, Te_0_start, Te_5_start, 
Te_9_start, Ti_0_start, Ti_5_start, Ti_9_start, &
24 dummy, H_i_energy_exp, H_e_energy_exp, H_i_part_exp, 
ni_19_exp, ne_19_exp, nz1_19_exp, nz2_19_exp, nz3_19_exp, &
25 nz4_19_exp, nz5_19_exp, nz6_19_exp, nz7_19_exp,nz8_19_exp, 
nz9_19_exp, nz10_19_exp, Ti_keV_exp, Te_keV_exp, &
26 nu_ne_exp, nu_Ti_exp, nu_Te_exp, q_ie_mult, gas_av, line1, 
line2, event_time
27  
28 !Variables used internally
29 real :: delta_ITB_ne, delta_ITB_Te, delta_ITB_Ti, &
30 tol, tol_rad, ne_converge, Te_converge, Ti_converge, 
ne_start, Te_start, Ti_start, ne_old, Te_old, Ti_old, &
31 ne_conv_check, Te_conv_check, Ti_conv_check, &
32 wb_therm_J, Te_j_fi, wb_0_J, delta_t_fi, Z_b, B_fi, C_fi, 
en_range, &
33 en_bin_width, nbi_e_frac_sum, nbi_i_frac_sum, alpha_i_frac, 
alpha_e_frac, &
34 S_rec_factor, S_reem_Factor, initial_av_sum, RMP_start, 
RMP_end, &
35 C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, B_g, m_bh, theta_bh, 
squiggle_bh, &
36 tol_eq_check, ni_diff, ne_diff, Ti_diff, Te_diff, H98_calc, 
vol_tot, rval_v2, &
37 delta_ne, delta_Te, delta_Ti, &
38 nerad_C1, nerad_C2, nerad_C3, nerad_C4, Terad_C1, Terad_C2, 
Terad_C3, Terad_C4, Tirad_C1, Tirad_C2, Tirad_C3, Tirad_C4, &
39 A1_ne, A2_ne, A3_ne, A1_Te, A2_Te, A3_Te, A1_Ti, A2_Ti, 
A3_Ti, &
40 ne_parab_ht, Te_parab_ht, Ti_parab_ht, Te_H_diff, 
Ti_H_diff, ne_H_diff, H_i_energy_old, H_e_energy_old, H_i_part_old, &
41 diff_ni_t_init, diff_Ti_t_init, diff_Te_t_init, 
diff_niTi_t_init, diff_neTe_t_init, &
42 dens_td_init, te_td_init, ti_td_init, time_around_sp, 
ne_f2e_diff, Te_f2e_diff, Ti_f2e_diff, &
43 seg_start, seg_end, seg_width, temp_sum, dens_sum, 
ne_bad_elements, Te_bad_elements, recycle_factor, &
87
44 Hei1, Hei2, Hei3, Hei4, Hei5, Hei6, Hei7, Hei8, Hei9, 
Hei10, &
45 Hei11, Hei12, Hei13, Hei14, Hei15, Hei16, Hei17, Hei18, 
Hei19, Hei20, &
46 Hee1, Hee2, Hee3, Hee4, Hee5, Hee6, Hee7, Hee8, Hee9, 
Hee10, &
47 Hee11, Hee12, Hee13, Hee14, Hee15, Hee16, Hee17, Hee18, 
Hee19, Hee20, &
48 Hpi1, Hpi2, Hpi3, Hpi4, Hpi5, Hpi6, Hpi7, Hpi8, Hpi9, 
Hpi10, &
49 Hpi11, Hpi12, Hpi13, Hpi14, Hpi15, Hpi16, Hpi17, Hpi18, 
Hpi19, Hpi20, &
50 h_update_count, delta_r, ech_start_time, ich_start_time, &
51 event_pre_start, event_post_start, event_pre_end, 
event_post_end, ni_h_update, &
52 gof_width, t_start_gof, t_end_gof, ni_gof_av, Ti_gof_av, 
Te_gof_av, actual_end_time, &
53 smooth_window, smooth_window_check, ne_fi, ni_fi, Te_fi, 
Ti_fi, nbi_i, nbi_e, vol_tot_flat
54
55  
56 integer :: count1, en_bins_fi, shots, output_mode, H_find_mode, 
t_mode, sim_mode, &
57 H_find_matrix_row, H_find_matrix_column, lwmax_td, info_td, 
up_divertor, &
58 pauxeon, pauxion, counterfracon, shortfracall, gason, 
H_i_part_1, S_i_rec_fit
59  
60 integer, dimension (:), allocatable :: work_td, start_point, loc_prev, loc_after
61  
62 real, dimension (:), allocatable :: start_value_td, end_value_td, dens_array_td, temp_array_td, 
&
63 av_time, av_data, dat_synced_temp, &
64 Ti_time, Ti_0_seg, Ti_5_seg, Ti_9_seg, Ti_seg, &
65 Te_time, Te_0_seg, Te_5_seg, Te_9_seg, Te_seg, &
66 ne_time, ne_0_seg, ne_5_seg, ne_9_seg, ne_seg, ni_seg, 
nz3_seg, &
67 ne_0, ne_5, ne_9, Te_0, Te_5, Te_9, Ti_0, Ti_5, Ti_9, &
68 skip_array,  t_exp_clean, &
69 cleanup_start1, cleanup_start2, cleanup_start3, 
cleanup_start4, cleanup_start5, &
70 cleanup_start6, cleanup_start7, cleanup_start8, 
cleanup_start9, cleanup_start10, &
71 cleanup_start11, cleanup_start12, cleanup_start13, 
cleanup_start14, cleanup_start15, &
72 cleanup_start16, cleanup_start17, cleanup_start18, 
cleanup_start19, cleanup_start20, &
73 cleanup_start21, cleanup_start22, cleanup_start23, 
cleanup_start24, cleanup_start25, &
74 cleanup_start26, cleanup_start27, cleanup_start28, 
cleanup_start29, cleanup_start30,&
75 cleanup_end1, cleanup_end2, cleanup_end3, cleanup_end4, 
cleanup_end5, &
76 cleanup_end6, cleanup_end7, cleanup_end8, cleanup_end9, 
cleanup_end10, &
77 cleanup_end11, cleanup_end12, cleanup_end13, cleanup_end14, 
cleanup_end15, &
78 cleanup_end16, cleanup_end17, cleanup_end18, cleanup_end19, 
cleanup_end20, &
79 cleanup_end21, cleanup_end22, cleanup_end23, cleanup_end24, 
cleanup_end25, &
80 cleanup_end26, cleanup_end27, cleanup_end28, cleanup_end29, 
cleanup_end30, &
81 skip_lt1, skip_lt2, skip_lt3, skip_lt4, skip_lt5, &
82 skip_lt6, skip_lt7, skip_lt8, skip_lt9, skip_lt10, &
83 skip_lt11, skip_lt12, skip_lt13, skip_lt14, skip_lt15, &
84 skip_lt16, skip_lt17, skip_lt18, skip_lt19, skip_lt20, &
85 skip_lt21, skip_lt22, skip_lt23, skip_lt24, skip_lt25, &
86 skip_lt26, skip_lt27, skip_lt28, skip_lt29, skip_lt30, &
87 skip_gt1, skip_gt2, skip_gt3, skip_gt4, skip_gt5, &
88
88 skip_gt6, skip_gt7, skip_gt8, skip_gt9, skip_gt10, &
89 skip_gt11, skip_gt12, skip_gt13, skip_gt14, skip_gt15, &
90 skip_gt16, skip_gt17, skip_gt18, skip_gt19, skip_gt20, &
91 skip_gt21, skip_gt22, skip_gt23, skip_gt24, skip_gt25, &
92 skip_gt26, skip_gt27, skip_gt28, skip_gt29, skip_gt30, &
93 nu_ne, nu_Te, nu_Ti, &
94 rval, diff_vol, diff_vol_frac, &
95 ne_rad, ni_rad, nz3_rad, Te_rad, Ti_rad, ne_width, 
nz3_width, ni_width, Te_width, Ti_width, &
96 nTi, nTe, ne_V_width, nz3_V_width, ni_V_width, Te_V_width, 
Ti_V_width, vol_width, &
97 nTe_V, nTi_V, ne_19_rad, ni_19_rad, Te_keV_rad, Te_J_rad, 
Te_MJ_rad, Ti_keV_rad, &
98 Ti_J_rad, Ti_MJ_rad, coul_log_rad, Q_ie_rad, Q_ie_rad_vol, 
chrd_wt, vert_chord, b_dir, &
99 event_pre, event_post, &
100 event_data1, event_data2, event_data3, event_data4, 
event_data5, &
101 event_data6, event_data7, event_data8, event_data9, 
event_data10, &
102 event_data11, event_data12, event_data13, event_data14, 
event_data15, &
103 event_data16, event_data17, event_data18, event_data19, 
event_data20, &
104 event_data21, event_data22, event_data23, event_data24, 
event_data25, &
105 event_data26, event_data27, event_data28, event_data29, 
event_data30, &
106 event_data31, event_data32, event_data33, &
107 tri_divert, tri_nondivert, Ti_Te, &
108 ni_gof, Ti_gof, Te_gof, ni_19_exp_array, Ti_kev_exp_array, 
Te_kev_exp_array, &




112 CHARACTER(len=260) :: infile1, infile_global, datafile, datafile_smooth, outfile1, outfile2, 
outfile3, outfile4, outfile5, outfile6, outfile7, outfile8, outfile9, fast_ion_out, &
113 rad_outfile, outfile_global, outfile_global2, outfile_global3, 
outfile_global4, outfile_global5, outfile_global6, ni_sim_path, cwd, dummy_char, shotnum_string
(100), shot
114 !CHARACTER(len=6) :: shot
115  
116 !Timeseries input stuff
117 real, dimension (:,:), allocatable :: dat_synced, dat_synced_td, dat_synced_clean, 
dat_synced_smooth, time_array_td, time_array_td_1, time_array_td_2, &




121 real, dimension (:), allocatable :: initial_av
122  
123 !Main vectors populated with external data
124 real, dimension(:), allocatable :: t_sim, t_exp, H98, IP, BT0, GASA_CAL, PNBI, POH, Te_dat, 
volume, a_minor, &
125 DENsv2, TSTE_TAN, zmaxis, BDOTAMPL, BT0_abs, elong_a, &
126 nbi1, nbi2, nbi3, nbi4, nbi5, nbi6, nbi7, nbi8, &
127 nbi1e, nbi2e, nbi3e, nbi4e, nbi5e, nbi6e, nbi7e, nbi8e, &
128 S_i_nbi1, S_i_nbi2, S_i_nbi3, S_i_nbi4, S_i_nbi5, S_i_nbi6, 
S_i_nbi7, S_i_nbi8, &
129 S_i_nbi, S_i_gas ,S_i, S_i_ext_vol, S_i_rec_vol, &
130 poh_vol, nbi_vol, nbi_tot, &
131 S_i_del_vol1, S_i_del_vol2, S_i_del_vol3, S_i_del_vol4, 
S_i_del_vol5, &
132 S_i_del_vol6, S_i_del_vol7, S_i_del_vol8, S_i_del_vol9, 
S_i_del_vol10, S_i_del_vol_tot, S_i_rec_vol_tot,&
133 sig_v, tau_e, R0, paux_i, paux_e, nbi_net_frac, coul_log, &
134 nz1, nz2, nz3, nz4, nz5, nz6, nz7, nz8, nz9, nz10, z, fz, 
Z_eff, Hz, &
135 ni, ne, ni_reduced, ne_reduced, Ti, Te, &
89
136 wb, delta_wb_i, delta_wb_e, delta_wb_tot, Wb_bin, 
Wb_bin_count, &
137 PR_IMP1, PR_IMP2, PR_IMP3, PR_IMP4, PR_IMP5, &
138 PR_IMP6, PR_IMP7, PR_IMP8, PR_IMP9, PR_IMP10, PR_IMP_TOT, 
PR_BREM, PRAD, &
139 Q_ie, Q_ie1, Q_ie2, Q_ie3, Q_ie_vol, Ti_MJ, Ti_J, Ti_keV, 
Te_MJ, Te_J, Te_keV, ni_19, ne_19, &
140 nz1_19, nz2_19, nz3_19, nz4_19, nz5_19, nz6_19, nz7_19, 
nz8_19, nz9_19, nz10_19, &
141 P_alpha_e, P_alpha_i, P_nbi_e_vol, P_nbi_i_vol, &
142 tau_i_energy, tau_e_energy, tau_i_part, tau_e_part, 
tau_alpha, tau_z, &
143 Paux_e_vol, Paux_i_vol, diff_ni_t, diff_ne_t, conf_loss_i, 
conf_loss_e, &
144 diff_neTe_t, diff_niTi_t, diff_Te_t, diff_Ti_t, &
145 H_i_energy, H_i_energy1, H_i_energy2, H_e_energy, H_i_part, 
H_e_part, H_alpha, H_z, &
146 H_i_energy_av, H_e_energy_av, H_i_part_av, H_e_part_av, 
H_alpha_av, H_z_av, &
147 taue_raw, tauth_raw, tauth_raw_clean,  taueh98y2_raw, &
148 taueh98y2_raw_clean, ptot_raw,ptot_raw_clean, &
149 densv2_calc, data_array_td, density_array_td, &
150 POH_nTi_V_sumsmooth, &
151 te_td, ti_td, te_MJ_td, ti_MJ_td, &
152 ne_td, ni_td, ne_19_td, ni_19_td, nz3_td, nz3_19_td, &
153 q95_raw, li_raw,  ech_time_on, ich_time_on, &
154 tritop_raw,tribot_raw, ni_res, Ti_res, Te_res, xsec_area, &
155 nbi_i_frac, nbi_e_frac, fus_loss_i, p_ohm, P_e, P_i, 
pfus_i, &
156 pfus_e, coll, rad, conf_e, conf_i, conf_p, q0_raw, &
157 nbi_co, nbi_counter, nbi_counter_frac, nbi_short, nbi_long, 
nbi_short_frac, event_change, event_change_rel, ni_0
158 !CHARACTER(len=69) :: datafile
159 !CHARACTER(len=71) :: datafile_smooth
160 !CHARACTER(len=72) :: outfile1, outfile2, outfile3, outfile4, outfile5, outfile6, outfile7, 
outfile8, outfile9, fast_ion_out
161 !CHARACTER(len=73) :: rad_outfile
162 !CHARACTER(len=65) :: outfile_global
163 !CHARACTER(len=66) :: outfile_global2
164 !CHARACTER(len=66) :: outfile_global3
165 !CHARACTER(len=66) :: outfile_global4
166 !CHARACTER(len=66) :: outfile_global5
167 !CHARACTER(len=66) :: outfile_global6
168 !CHARACTER(len=37) :: cwd
169 !CHARACTER(len=6)  :: shotnum_string(100)
170 !CHARACTER(len=3)  :: ni_sim_path
171 !CHARACTER(len=50)  :: dummy_char
172 Logical :: file_exists
173  
174 Integer, parameter :: rad_pts=50
175  
176 Real, parameter :: u_0=1.257E-6, e=1.6021E-19, e_reduced = 1.6021, c=2.99793E8, 
eps_0=8.854E-12, eps_0_reduced = 8.854, &
177 k_b=1.3804E-23, pi = 3.14159265359, &
178 m_d = 2.01410178, m_D_kg = 3.34358348E-27, m_D_kg_reduced = 
3.34358348, &
179 m_He_kg_reduced = 6.64465675, m_t = 3.0160492, & 
180 m_e = 5.48579867E-4, m_e_kg = 9.10938291E-31, 
m_e_kg_reduced = 9.10938291E-4, &
181 m_alpha_kg = 6.6446568E-27, m_alpha_kg_reduced = 6.6446568, 
&
182 U_alpha_DD_MeV = 0.75, U_alpha_DT_MeV = 3.5, &
183 U_alpha_DD_MJ = 1.201575E-19, U_alpha_DT_MJ = 5.60735E-19, &
184 R_gas = 62.36367, avogadro = 6.022141E+23, &
185 gas_ne_C1 = -0.0059, gas_ne_C2 = 0.3464, &
186 gas_Te_C1 = -0.0346, gas_Te_C2 = 4.9726, &
187 gas_Ti_C1 = 0.0205, gas_Ti_C2 = 4.1523
188  
189 End Module Variables
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